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I. INTHOljUCTiON

A. rrograni Goals

The goals of the Farming Systems Unit (FSU) are the folloviing:
1) To identify the principal constraints to increased food

production in Semi-Arid V.'est Africa,

2) To identify technol--C-eE appropriate for farmers in Semi-
Arid VJest Africa vjhich can minimize the production cons

traints ,

3) To develop and implement a multidisciplinary research

method vihich can guide production technology and production

research to directly address these production constraints,

A) To identify the elements of that method which can be imple

mented in national farming systems research programs, and

5) To train host country personnel to assume increasing respon

sibility in the continuation of this research.

B. Previous Findings

Burkinabe farmers, like most farmers throughout Semi-Arid VJest

Africa, are largely, subsistence farmers (FSU/SAFGRAD, 1982). They are
risk averse and work on a deteriorating soil resource base and

rainfall is minimal and unpredictable. Araelioration__of the soil base

is imperative if it is to "continue to support the current population,
particularly on the Central Plateau.,

The preferred cereal crops, sorghum and maize., have greater yield
variability, than the principal cereal crop, millet. •Risk is,obsta
cle to expanded dulture 'of the_preferred crops, particularly when cash
imcuts are required. 'Technologies should maximize the use of non-
DUr-chased inputs, still using minimal applications of purchased inputs.
Technologies should be designed to minimize risk associated with the use
of cash inputs.

Promising technologies include:

1) Construction of tied ridges'* resulting in catcni-snt basins to
reduce rainfall runoff and thei^eby increase the amount of watei'

available to the plants,
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2) Applicat^ion of cheriical fertilizers and manure,

3) Culture of improved crop varieties.

Tied ridges can be constructed at various periods of the grow

ing season. Hov.'ever, maximum yield effects would be expected if

tied ridges v.'ers constructed at or iraiie.diately after planting, bu.t

farmers have said this conflicts v;ith their planting strategies

(planting of millet and sorrV.'jm si: early in the season as possible

and as soon as possible after a r-ain). Because of labor constraints

and small plant size, farmers are generally reluctant to construct

tied ridges prior to the second or final vjeeding. Construction of

tied ridges at first weeding requires additional labor inputs at a

time v?hen labor is limited. Labor is slightly more available during

the second v;eeding period, four to six v.'eeks after planting (FSU/

SAFGRAD, 1982).

A device devised by Jeff Wright, U.S. Peace Corps Volunteer with

IITA. Vvhich can be attached to a butteur or ridger to construct the

tied ridges during vjeeding, appears promising for farmer acceptance

of the practice of tied ridging because it would_ reduce labor require

ments. This may also promote the use of animal traction.

V;e have shovm that tied ridges without fertilizer can result in

positive economic returns for sorghum and maize which are generally

grown on soils v/hich are more productive than those on wh^ch millet

is grown. Response to tied ridges without fertilization on millet

has not been as promising as on sorghum and maize.

Volta phosphate plus urea without tied ridges on millet has not

resulted in profitable economic returns. Cotton fertilizer, lA-23-

15, plus urea on sorghum did result in profitable economic returns.

Kov.'ever, scrghum yield response to fertilization alone is more vari

able and therefore involves the risk of losing the cash cost of the

1. The technique of tied ridgirjg consists of. creating a small depres
sion betvjeen the crop roi-js either by hand tillage or animal traction.
If d:'ne by hand tillage, depressions (32 cm long x 24 cm wide x 16 cm
ijgop) ar'e nade betv;een rows and spaced 1 1/2 meters apart. If done
cy animal traction, the cultivator must be equipped vjith a middle svjeep
to create a furrow, then follovjed by hand tillage to make a 16 cm high
ridge perpendicular to the furrow every one to two meters.



fertili. Th« fcrtili^ition r^icne alternative is thus more ricky

than a tied ridging v/ithout fertilization alternative. The coir.bi-

nation of tied ridging ana fertilization consistently resulted in

profitable econoinic returns (Lang, ot £l, 1983).

Tied ridginr^ and fertilization are land substituting strategies

vjhich increase yields and labor u'. ilization. Chemical fertilizer

requires increased cash txpehdit'Jr-e.'^ end therefore includes the risk

of not covering the fertilizer Tied ridges enable improved

v;ater conservation and v:hen in cc:::bination v;ith fertilization reduce

the yield variability over the alternative of fertilization alone

thus reducing the risk of losing the fertilizer cash costs.

By putting all the components of water retention, fertilization

and animal traction together in a v:hole farm modeling analysis, subs

tantial increases to household incomes can be shov.Ti (Roth and Sanders

1034), The combined effects of water retention, fertilization and animal

traction vzere necessary. Introduction of these agronomic inovations

creates a substantially improved environment in v.'hich there can be a

high return to improved varieties of cereal grain crops. Because of

the extensive acreage of millet in Semi-Arid VJest Africa, the whole-

farm modelling analysis emphasized the importance of intensifying

the search for improved agronomic technology for millet on the poorer

soils (Roth and Sanders, 198A).

The necessity to introduce at least minimal quantities of pur-

• "chased inputs to increase agronomic productivity suggested the need

• to determine the circumstances under which farmers could be expected

• to use cash inputs to intensify production. Indicators of the degree

of commercialization of farmers include the amount of grain sales and

cash cropping. The best predictor of grain sales, cash cropping and

per capita grain consumption is, v^ithin a given agroclimatic zone,

the number of hectares of crop land per capita in the household (Lang,

et al, 1983). Managerial skill, land quality, level of farming effort

and other factors undoubtedly contribute, but access to land and capi

tal for expansion are the most critical determinants of commercial

farming activity.
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'The above findings have implications for design of agronomic

trials and for economic research by FSU/SAFGRAD, and for land use

policy in Burkina. Research on acce'ss to land and credit is needed

to better understand farmers' options and therefore, the kinds of

technologies that fit" their circumstances. If farmers have access

to both land and credit, they v:ill extensify unless alternative tech

nologies with intensification effects are competitive. Given exis

ting intensification alternatives, the marginal return to extensifi-

cation is higher and offers the expansion path that the rational

farmer v/oulc logically follov.'. Farmers v:ith access to credit but

v.'ithout access to land are more likely to find technologies, including

tied ridges and fertilization, attractive (Lang, £l,. 19S3).

C. Objectives and Scope of Research Activities in 198A.

Agronomic and socio-economic research vjere conducted in five vil

lages (Bangasse, Nedogo, Poedogo, Diapangou and Dissankuy) V7hich re

present a v/ide range of agroclimatic zones and agricultural producti

vity. Bangasse is 15 km northvjest of Kaya, Nedogo is 30 km northwest

and Poedogo is 130 km southeast of Ouagadougou. The three villages are

on the densely-populated Central Plateau, There is very little animal

traction at Bangasse whereas about half of the farmers in Nedogo and

all of the farmers in Poedogo utilize donkey traction. Diapangou and

Dissankuy are the most prosperous of the five villages. Diapangou is

located 210 km east' of Ouagadougou and is land abundant. Farmers in

Diapangou practice shifting cultivation. Donkey and ox traction are

widely utilized and some farmers practice cultivation manually. Dis

sankuy is 120 km north of'Bobo-Dibulasso. • Land is abundant and about

half of the farmers practice manual tillage vjhile the remainder use ox

traction. Dissankuy is a net grain exporting village and produces cot

ton on about 15 percent of the cultivated land.

In each village-, a census vjas taken to identify all households

(Lang, et a^, 19S3). From this census, a random san^ple of 30'households
was selected. This sample vjas used as the base for socio-economic sur

veys vjhich viere designed to identify production constraints and to under

stand the farmers' decision-making environment.
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In additiori, questionnaires have b^en conducted to clarify pos

sible constraints to increased production from the use of the techno

logies that FSU v.'orks with. In 1984, FSU conducted questionnaires on

land-tenure and informal and formal credit. The questionnaires were

in response to the findings in the 1983 FSU Annual Report that Farmers

v.'ould extensify niven available land and credit to purchase animals

and eouiprr^ent fcr traction. Hov;ever when land t ^conjes a limiting fac

tor both in quantity and in quality as it is nov: on the Central Pla

teau, the alternatives are either migration or the use of intensive

type technologies of the kind FSU vjorks vath. The purpose of the ques

tionnaires were to explore the constraints that the present land tenure

and credit systems may pose for the adoption of intensive type techno

logies.

A Questionnaire v;as also conducted with the purpose of finding out

what types of nev: technologies FSU farmer cboperators have adopted and

the extent of the adoption. Farmers were also asked to comment on the

benefits and problems with the new technologies i

Previous findings determined the agronomic research program for

1984. VJe repeated certain agronomic experiments vjhich had been conduc

ted in 1983 and 1982 to strengthen the data base from v.'hich to dravj

conclusions about the technologies. Agronomic experiments focused on

evaluation of four types of technologies:

-1)' VJater conservation by tied ridging to capture water and. reduce

rainfall runoff and thereby'increase the amount of water avai

lable to the plants,

2) Amelioration of soil fertility by applications of minimal

amounts of manure and/or cheroical fertilizers,

3) Cereal-legume crop associations to reduce production risks and

to benefit from the nitrogen fixed by the legume, and

4) Testing of new crop varieties.

Vie tested combinations of these four technologies in five farmer-

managed and seven researcher-managed trials to determine the potential

of-the technologies under farmer-managed and/or researcher-managed on-

farm conditions.
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II; agj-.oi:oi-jIC _technology lvaluation

A. General Crop Conditions

Total rainfall-for. 198A'at all- villaires vjas significantly belov;

long-terjTi seasonal rain«fall (Fif. i). At Bangasse, the rains

began early in the season and continued regularly until 15 August.

Crops were seeded early, beginning at t)jc end of May. Crop grov:th v.'as

good and symptciris due to lov: soil nitrogen v;ere v.-idely apparent in

cereal crops. Kov;ever, absence of rainfall after 15 August resulted

in severe drought stress during flov.'ering. I^ost r.aize fields produced

no harvest. Based on discussions v.'ith farmers, millet yield v/as estima

ted by FSU field staff at A5% of norm.al and v?hite sorghun: yield was

estimated at 65% of normal.

At Nedogo, rains arrived early in the season and some fields v/ere

seeded early, at the end of May. Throughout the season, rainfall was

very limited but occurred regularly and v.'as adequate for fair crop growth.

Many fields were reseeded. Maize, millet and white sorghum yields were

estimated at 35, 55 and 30% of normalj respectively.

Because of the absence of and the poor distribution of rainfall at

Poedogo, seeding started late, at the beginning of June, and continued

until mid-July. Fields which v?ere seeded early, were subjected to severe

drought during "June and early'July, Many maize plants did not survive.

However,-beginning mid-July, rainfall was excellent and continued until

mid-October. l-Iaize, millet and red sorghum..yields were estimated at 40,

•120 and 105% of normal, respectively.

At Dissankuy several early season rains occurred,. Hox^ever, no

rainfall o&curred for nearly a month in June, and many fields' either v;ere

not seeded until July or had to be reseeded in early July. '"Maize, millet

and white sorghun yields were estimated at 30, 70 and 80% of normal, res

pectively.

At Diapangou. rainfall v:as very infrequent until mid-July. Seeding

of fields occurred from mid-June to mid-July and plant population densitiei

were irregular ar.d low in most fields. Small, but frequent rainfall during

September and October resulted in nornal millet yields. Maize and millet
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yields vrere estinated at 10 and 100% crnor-al, respectively. In mid-

October a severe wind storm caused most rr.illet and sorghum plants to

lie nearly flat. Some seeds sprouted in the spikes before harvest.

B. Farmer-I-ianaged Trials

Methodology. Farmer-managed trials were designed to permit agronomic

and economic analysis required to evaluate the adequacy and the profi

tability of technologies when used by farmers. The trials focused on

three technology themes:

1) Construction of tied ridges to reduce surface runoff of rain

fall and thereby increase the amount of water available for

the plants,

' 2) Use of minimal amounts of fertilizers to improve soil fertili

ty, and

3) Testing of new crop varieties.

Five experiments were conducted on fields of up to 25 randomly

chosen farmers in each of one to five villages. The number of treat

ments for each experiment vjas five or less. Each treatment was rando

mly assigned to a parcel of the farmer's field. Parcel size ranged

from 0.05 to 0.12 ha, depending upon the size of the farmer's field.

The one parcel of each treatment in each farm.er's field was considered

as an observation.

'The farmers managed and carried out the experiments and vjere res

ponsible for all labor inputs. Prior to seeding, FSU field staff sta

tioned in each village delineated each.parcel with colored stakes and

measured the area of all parcels, FSU field staff frequently visited

the farmers to ensure"thgi seeding, application of. fertilizer, construc
tion of tied ridges and other tasks-- were effected correctly and on time.

Labor inputs by the farm families were recorded each week by FSU staff

on a farmer-recall basis. Prior to harvest, FSU staff evaluated al3

parcels for general conditjons of the crop/ Farmers harvested all par

cels. FSU staff weighed the harvest from all parcels.

The economic analysis required labor data, prices of grains and

fertilisers and agronomic data. The labor data reouirements were the

number of hours'of labor it took to construct tied ridges and apply fer

tilizer. For tied ridges, the values of TOO, 75 and 75 hours of labor

per hectare were used for manual labor, donkey traction and ox traction

respectively. • - .



because tied ridges arc- constructed in combination with a vyeeding

operation, the above figures express the additional time neces

sary to tie the ridges above that required for the vjeeding opera

tion. Fertilizer application required 20 additional hours of labor

per hectare. The labor hour figures are all expressed on a man hour

equivalent basis v.'eighted as fcllov.'s; one male hour (-^15 yrc.) = 1,

one female hour (i; 15 yrz) = 0,75 and one child hour (< 15 yrs) = 0.5.

The labor data are synthesizes from FSU data fro:fj the years 1983 ana

I98A. The labor data, v;hich v.'as gathered on a farir;er recall basis,

shov.'ed a large variance and with the help of the field staff, the data

v.'as carefully screened to arrive at the figures. A AO CFA/hr oppor

tunity cost for farmers' labor is used in comparing the economic

return/hr of the additional labor-required to construct tied ridges

and/or apply fertilizer. This figure represents a best estimate of

the opportunity cost based on field staff observations. Grain prices

are the official OFHACER prices in the fall of 198A. The prices are

92 CFA/kg for sorghum, millet and maize. The fertilizer prices are

the official prices in the spring of 198A. The prices are 78 CFA/kg

for 14-23-15, 66 CFA/kg for urea and 25 CFA/kg.for volta phosphate.
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EXrLF.IMENT 1: Effects of Titd and Fertilizer on Sorghun

Description. The objective v:£s to estimate returns from the inves-

tr::ent in the construction of tied riders and fertilization on sorghurn.

The experiment vjas conducted at Nedogo with manual traction and

donkey traction, at Bangasse with manual traction, at Dissankuy viith

ox traction and at Diapangou with manual, donkey and ox traction.

The four treatri-ents were the following: traditional management prac

tices including flat cultivation and no fertilisation, the control;

construction of tied ridges at one month after seeding and no ferti

lization; flat cultivation and 100 kg/ha of cotton fertilizer, 1^-

23-15, applied in a band 10-15 cm from the rows of sorghum two weeks

after seeding plus 50 kg/ha of urea, applied in pockets 10-15 cm from

the seed pockets one month after seeding; and construction of tied

ridges as described above, plus fertilization as described above.

Locally grown varieties of sorghum were utilized.

The experiment vias conducted at Dissanlcuy for the first tine in

1984. At Nedogo, Bangasse and Diapangou the experiment was grov.-n in

1983j and in 198A, treatments were assigned to the same parcels as in 1923

At Bangasse and Dissankuy, the experimental design was a randomi

zed complete block. Farmer's fields were replications. At Nedogo and

Diapangou the experimental design was a split-plot vjith vihole-plots

(types of traction) arranged in a completely randomized design and trea

tments were the subplots;

Results and Discussion. The relative responses of sorghum to the four

treatments was consistent across the four villages; Nedogo, Bangasse,

Dissankuy and'Diapangou (Table 1). Treatments consisting of tied ridges

to reduce surface runoff of rainfall, or fertilization to ameliorate the

low soil fertility resulted in intermediate levels of sorghum yield,

Hovrever, consistently the greatest yield response was achieved vjith the

combination of tied ridges and fertilization.

Yields of sorghum v;ere generally higher vdth animal traction than

with manual traction (Figs. 2 and 3). However, at Medogo, the diffe

rence v:as significant only for the combination of tied ridges and ferti-
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Table 1. Means for effects of animal traction and/or tied ridges arad
fertilization on grain yield of sorghum grov.n at five villa
ges in Burkina Faso in 198^J

Treatments

Traction

Manual

Donkey

Ox

SE^

TR^,
Control^
TR -

F

TR and F
SE^
cv%

.

'̂ Local varieties of V7hite sorghum at Nedogo, Bangasse and Dissankuy,
and a mixture of local millet C85%) and local vjhite sorghum (15%) at
Diapangou.

^Standard Error of the difference between two treatment means.
^TR = tied ridges, constructed one month after planting.
^F = fertilization, 100 kg/ha cotton fertilizer,- 1^-23-15, was applied
in a band at 10 to 15 cm from the rows of sorghum two weeks after plan
ting and 50 kg/ha urea was applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from seed
pockets one month after planting.

^Without tied ridges or fertilization.
^The number of farmers' fields,replications,"on vJhich the experiment was

grov-m. - • • -' -

Wedogo

^1^.3

A97.6

39.1

Mean Grain Yield

Bangasse Dissankuy Diapangou

kg/h;

660.2.

792.1
797.0

72.9

185.5 293.1 AA7.0 A33.0

A46.1 A56.0 587.7 65A.5

kk^.2 615.8 680.8 805.6

750.9 9-^3.6 855. A 1105.6

78.1 1A5.2 • 35.1 51.7

56.8 61.6 19.3 36.8

11 12 25 19
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F:g. 2. Effects of tied ridges (TR) and fertilizer on yield of'sornhun
cultivated manually or vrith donkey traction at Hedogo in 1984. Treatments
v;ere as follows: no TR or F, the control; construction of TR one month
after seeding and no F; F (100 kg/ha of 14-23-15 applied in a band 10
to 15 cm from the rov.'s of sorghum tv:o weeks after seeding plus 50 kg/ha
urea applied in pockets 10 to 15 cm from the seed pockets one month after
seeding) and no TR; and TR plus F as above. The standard error of the
difference betvjeen the four treatment means is 75 kg/ha for manual trac
tion and 53 kg/ha for donkey traction. The standard error of the differ
ence betv.-een manual and donkey traction is 39.1 kg/ha. The number of
observations of each treatment is 11.
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plus F. The standard error of the difference between two treatment means
within manual, donkey, or ox traction are respectively: AS, A5 and 4? kg/ha,
The standard error of the differences between the three types of traction
is AO kg/ha. The number of observations of each treatment is 19.
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lization. At Diapangou, sorghum yields with ox traction were not

superior to those with donkey traction. It is possible that the deeper
cultivation-during weeding with ox traction, compared to donkey trac-

'tion, accentuated the severe drought conditions in 198A especially in

sandy soils with low organic matter.

The eccnoirdc. analysis (Table 2) shows that for the mean yield in

creases at all locations, the return"/hr for labor inputs to construct

tied ridges and/or to apply fertilizer is substantially above the

40 CFA/hr o:?portunity cost of labor. The combination of tied radging

and fertilization resulted in the largest net returns at all locations.

Net returns v.'ere larger for fertilization alone than for tied ridging

alone at Bangasse and for the three types of traction at Diapangou,

VJith respect to risk, tied ridging alone carries no risk of losing cash.

However, the fertilization alone treatment is moderately risky and some

farmers would have lost cash at all locations. The use of tied ridging

in combination with fertilization substantially reduces the farmers'

risk of losing cash over the fertilization alone treatment. V/hen tied

ridges and fertilizer are combined, only 9% of the farmers at Nedogo

vath manual traction and 17% of the farmers at Bangasse with manual

traction would have lost cash. Only at these two locations is the tied

ridging-fertilization combination a greater risk than tied ridges alone

However, the low-risk.tied ridging option results in substantially

• reduced net returns and labor returns/hr when compared with the tied

ridging-fertilization combination.
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iDXr^iK-LMZlsT 2: Effects of Tied Ridges on Kaize.

Description. The objective was to evaluate the effects of tied riders

on the yield of maize grovm on compound fields. Compound fields, on

vjhich maize is usually grovm, are relatively v.'ell fertilized v:ith ma

nures and organic vjastes, and rainfall is usually the most limiting

constraint. The evperiment v;as conducted at IJedogo vjith donkey trac

tion, Hangasse and Poedogo v:ith manual traction, Dissankuy with oy.

traction, and at Diapangou with manual and ox traction. Local varie

ties of maize were utilized.

The tvjo treatments were the following: traditional management

practices including flat cultivation (vdthout tied ridges) and cons

truction of tied ridges one month after seeding. It -was planned that

half of the farm.ers at Poedogo and Dissankuy (villages at which mulch

was most available) vjere to apply mulch at 5 T/ha to one of the tv/o

parcels after construction of tied ridges. It v:as reasoned that

farmers v?ould have access to sufficient mulch for one-half of their

compound maize field vjhich is usually very small in area. However,

only four farmers at Poedogo and two farmers at Dissankuy had access

to sufficient mulch. VJe abandoned the application of mulch, although

these six farmers .did apply the mulch.

• The experiment was grovm at Poedogo and Dissankuy for the first

time'in 198A. _ At. Nedogo, Bangasse and ..Diapangou the experiment v/as

growii in 1983, ahd in 198A. In 198A, treatments were assigned to the

same parcels as in 1983 to capitalize on residual soil water which might

be present as a result of tied ridges in 1983.

At Medogo, Bangasse, Poedogo and Dissankuy the experimental design

v.-as a randomized complete block. Farmers' fields were replications. At

Diapangou, the experimental design was a split-plot with vjhole units

(types of traction) arranged in a completely randomized design and trea

tments were the subunits. Tne statistical significance of differences

betvreen maize yield means of the two treatments (flat cultivation and

tied ridges) was determined by the t-test on pairs of observations. A

pair of observations, the yield for maize v.'ith flat cultivation and the
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Table 2. Econoiic analysis of faraer isnaged trials of sorghui Hith fertilizer and tied ridgiSf 19B4.

Treaticnts 1/ S.E. of Differance Nuibsr

C TR F TR,F
BStHeen 2 ireatient of

Keans Fariers

Nedogo, Hanual Traction
Grain Yield, kg/ha 157 416 431 652 7S.1 11
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha - 259 274 495
Gain in Net Revenue, CFA 2/ - 23628 13275 33607
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA 3/ - 236 664 260

t Fariers Hho Mould Have Lost Cash - 0 27 9

Nedogo, Donkey Traction
Grain Yield, kg/ha 214 476 451 849 63,4 11
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha - 262 237 635
Gain in Net Revenue, CFA - 24104 9B71 46487

Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA - 321 494 469
I Fariers Hho Hould Have Last Cash - 0 36 • 0

Bangasse, Manual Traction
Grain Yield, kg/ha 293 456 616 944 145.0 12
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha - 163 323 691
Gain in Net Revenue, CFA - 14996 17763 47959
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA - 150 6B9 400
t Fariers Hho Would Have Lost Cash - 0 6 17

Dissankuy, Ox Traction
Grain Yield, kg/ha 447 586 661 855 35.1 25
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha - 141 234 40B
Gain in Net Revenue, CPA - 12972 9595 25603
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA - 173 480 270
I Fariers Hho Hould Have Lost Cash - 0 28 0

Diapangou, Hanual Traction

Grain Yield,kg/ha 335 571 729 1006 48.4 1?

Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha - 236 394 671
Gain in Net Revenue, CFA - 21712 24315 49799
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA - 217 1216 415

%Fariers Hho Hould Have Lost Cash - 0 26 0

Diapangou, Donkey Traction

Grain Yield, kg/ha 498 666 849 1133 45.6 ' 19
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha - 190 351 635

Gain in Net Revenue, CFA - 17460 20359 46467
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA - 233 1018 489

X Fariers Hho Hould Have Lost Cash - 0 21 0

Diapangou, Ox Traction
Grain Yield, kg/ha 466 704 839 1177 46.6 19

Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha - 236 373 711

Gain in Net Revenue, CFA - 21696 22363 53479

Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA - 292 1119 563

%Fariers Hho Hould Have Lost Cash - 0 5 0

1/ C Bcontra! (no tiid ridgei or firtilizir)} TR > tied ridgii constructed one lonth aftir iiedingi
F B 100 kg/ha 14-23-15 tHO Nseks aftir Hiding plus 50 kg/ha urea one lonth after seeding.

2/ Net rsvenufi ^ yield gain x grain price (92 CFA/kg) linus fertilizer costf (78 CFA/kg for 14-23-15, and 66
CFA/kg for urea), Includes interest charge for six lonths at rate of lS!i.

3/ Net revenui/additiona! labor of tied ridging and fertilizer application. Kanual, Donkey, and Ox traction
require lOOp 75, and 75 hours of additional labor/ha for tied ridging respectively. Fertilizer application
requires 20 additional hours/ha.
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i^XPER-LMEK'T 2: Efi^ects of Tied Ridges on I!aize.

Description.' The objective VJas to evaluate the effects of tied ridges

on the yield of maize grovm on compound fields. Compound fields, on

vjhich maize is usually grovm, are relatively well fertilized-n-jith ma

nures and organic vjastes, and rainfall is usually the most limiting

constraint. The experirrjent v:a3 conducted at Hedoco with donkey trac

tion, Eangasse and Poedogo v:ilh manual traction, Dissankuy with ox

traction, and at Diapangou with manual and ox traction. Local varie

ties of maize v<ere utilized.

The two treatments were the follov:ing: traditional management

practices including flat cultivation (without tied ridges) and cons

truction of tied ridges one month after seeding. It was planned that
i"'-

half of the farmers at Poedogo and Dissankuy (villages at which mulch

v:as most available) v.'ere to apply mulch at 5 T/ha to one of the tvjo

parcels after construction of tied ridges. It vras reasoned that

farmers vjould have access to sufficient mulch for one-half of their

compound maize field which is usually very small in area. Hov.'ever,

only four farmers at Poedogo and tv.'o farmers at "Dissankuy had access

to sufficient Eulch. VJe abandoned the application of mulch, although

these six farmers did apply the mulch.

The experiment was grovm at Poedogo and Dissankuy for the first

time in 1984. At Nedogo, Bangasse and Diapangou the experiment was

grown in 1983, and in 1984. In 198A, treatments were assigned to the

same parcels as in 1983 to capitalize on residual soil water which might

be present as a result of tied ridges in 1983.
••j

At Nedogo, Bangasse, Poedogo and Dissankuy the experimental des'ign

v:as a randomized complete block. Farmers' fields were replications. At

Diapangou, the experimental design was a split-plot v.'ith whole units

(types of traction) arranged in a completely randomized design and trea

tments v:ere the subunits. The statistical significance of differences

betvreen maize yield means of the two treatments (flat cultivation and

tied ridges) was determined by the t-test on pairs of observations. A

pair of observations, the yield for maize v/ith flat cultivation and the
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yield for maize v:ith tied ridges, vjas obtained from each farmer's field.

A t-test value at the 0.2, "0.05 or O.OOT level of probability indicates

that one can be 80, .95 or 99% certain that the two treatment means are

different-. ,

Result's and Discussion. Because of droucht conditions v;hich v^ere par

ticularly damaging to maize in 196A, several farmers in each village

failed to construct the tied ridges and these fields vjere abandoned.

This resulted in a limited number of observations for treatments. "Al

though the number of observations v;as less than desired, the results

shov: that at all villages, representing a wide range of yield levels,

maize v.'ith tied ridges produced greater yields than maize without tied

ridges (Table 3).

At Diapangou' the experiment was grown with manual traction and

vjith ox traction (Fig, A). With both types of traction, yields of

maize v.'ith tied ridges were significantly greater than yields of maize

without tied ridges. Maize with ox traction produced significantly

greater yields than maize with manual traction.

The economic analysis presented in Table A shows that in all

trials, the meaii yield increase from constructing tied ridges compared

to that of flat cultivation results in labor returns/hr V7hich are much

greater than the AO CFA/hr opportunity cost of labor. The percentage

of farmers not.covering their labor opportunity cost is moderately high

at the Hedogo, Poedogo and Diapangou manual traction locations. Assu

ming farm labor can earn AO CFA/hr in other employment opportunities,

some farmers would have been better off doing so -at all locations with

the exception of ox traction at Diapangou. The results however do

emphasize the value of water conservation by the construction* of tied

ridces on the fertile compound fields v/here maize is grown.
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Table 3. ricans for tffects oi"* aninial vraction aiid/or tied ridges on
local maize varieties co::-;pDund fields 'at five vil
lages in Burkina Faso in

Treatments

Traction

Manual

Ox.

SE

Tied Ridges (TR)'

V.'ithout TR

TR

SE^
CV%
1^3

Mean Grain Yield
-4-

Nedogo 'Ban£:asse Diapangou Pce.doco Dissankuy

868.5
1305.2

91.9
26.1

19

3^0.5

A65.9
101.9

61.9
12

:g;/ha

58A. 6
1337.6

175.2

710.1

1212.1

273.A

75.3
7

1338.9
1952.6
351.3

42.7
8

56A.3

725.1
35.4

15.5
16

Standard Error of the difference between tv:o treatment m.eans.

^Tied ridges vjere constructed one month after seeding.
^The number of farmers' fields (replications) on v.'hich the experiment

was grovm.
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Table 4. Econoiic analysis of barter ianaged trials Df laize Mith tied ridges, 19B4.

Grain Yield, kg/hi
Ylild Gain Abovi Control, kg/ha
Gain in Nit Rivinui, CFA 2/
Riturn/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA 3/
XFariirfi Not Coviring Labor Qpp. Cost 4/

Grain Yiild, kg/ha
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha
Gain in Net Revenue, CFA
Return/hr. of Additional labor, CFA
XFariirs Not Covering Labor Qpp. Cost

Grain Yield, kg/ha
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/lia
Gain in M Revenue, CFA
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA
I FariBri Not Covering Labor Qpp. Cost

Grain Yield, kg/ha
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha
Gain in Net Revenue, CFA
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA
XFarisrs Not Covering Labor 0pp. Cost

Grain Yield,kg/ha
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha
Gain in Nit Revenue, CFA
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA
XFarisrs Not Covering Labor Qpp. Cost

Sriin Yield, kg/ha
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha
Gain in Net Revenue, CFA
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA
XFariiri Not Coviring Labor Qpp. Cost

Treatiints 1/

C Tft

Nidogo, Donkey Traction
B69 iSOSIttI S/

436

40112
535

21

Bangasie, Hanual Traction
341 4&6IIII

125

nsoo

lis

G

Poedogo Hanual Traction
1339 19S3I

614

56468

565

25

Dissankuy, Ox Traction
564 725tttl

161

14812

197

6

Diapangou, Hanual Traction
445 72411

279

25668

257

29

Diapangou, Ox Traction
976 1700llt

724

66608

0

Nueber

of

Firiiri

19

12

16

1/ C• control (no tiid ridgu or fertilizer)! TR • tied rldgei conitructid one lonth after seeding.
2/ Net revenue " yiild gain x grain price (92 CFA/kg)
3/ Nit rivenui/addltional labor of tiid ridging. Manual, Donkiy, and Ok traction riquiri 100, 7S,

and 75 hours of additional labor/ha for tlid ridging rispictlvily.
4/ A40 CFA/hr. opportunity cost of labor It uiid.
5/ and IttI Indicati a livil of slgnificanci of 0.2, 0.05, 0.02, and 0.001 riipictivily for

diffirinciB bstHiin triatienti 65 and 86 as ditiriined by the T-Test for paired observations.
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EXPEKIiiEHT 3. : ' EiTgcIs of Volta Phosphate ' and Tied Ridges on Millet.

f

Description 1• The objective v;as to evaluate the economic returns of tv;o

levels of fertilization and tied ridges on millet.

The experirf.ent vjas conducted' for the third year in 193^; at Nedogo

and Bangasse v;ith manual traction only. Local varieties of millet were

utilized.

The five treatments were the follo-.:ing: traditional r.an£gement •

practices including flat cultivation (v:ithout tied ridges) and no fer

tilization, the control (C); construction of tied ridges (TR) one month

after seeding; ?. consisting of 100 kg/ha of Volta phosphate (VP1)

applied in the seed pocket plus 50 kg/ha urea applied in pockets 10-

15 cm from the seed'-pockets tv.'o weeks after seeding, and construction

of tied ridges one month after seeding; 2 F, consisting of 200 kg/ha

of VP1 and 50 kg/ha urea applied together in a pocket 10-15 cm from

seed pockets tvjo weeks after seeding; and F, consisting of 100 kg/ha

VP1 plus 50 kg/ha urea, but v;ithout tied ridges.

In 198A, treatments were assigned to the same parcels as in 1982

and 1983 to capitalize on the availability of phosphorus from VP1 ap

plied in previous years.

At Nedogo and Bangasse, the experimental design v/as a randomized

complete block. Farmers' fields were replications.

Results and Discussion, Grain yields of millet for the treatments,

tied ridges in combination'with fertilization or fertilization alone,

tende'd to be greater than yields of millet without tied ridges or fer

tilization at Nedogo and Bangasse (Table 5). Hovjever, yield diffe

rences from that of the control were significant only for the combina

tion of tied ricges and fertilization at Bangasse and for treatments

consisting of tied ridges and/or fertilization at Nedogo. Responses

from treatments involving fertilization were generally greater in

I98A than in 19^3 (Lang, : 1933) or 1982 (FSU/SAFGRAD, 1982),

Tied ridges vrithout fertilizer resulted in a significant yield

increase compared to the control at Kedogo. This treatment requires
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no cash inputs,' but this practice cannot solve the problem of soil fer
tility improvernent over years.

Tied ridges in combination with fertilization resulted in the £rea-

'test yield of millet in' 193^, which is consistant with our results in
1983 and 1982.

The mean yield increases at iJedogo for treaTsments which involve

tied ridging and/or fertilization are adequate to cover the opportuni
ty cost of labor (Table 6). In Bangasse, opportunity costs of labor
are covered only for treatments vjhich include tied ridging. When fer
tilizer is used alone, mean yield increases are not sufficient to cover

the opportunity cost of labor, resulting in negative net revenues. At
both locations, the percentage of farmers vjho vjould have lost cash is
high for fertilization alone. At both locations, the combination of
tied ridging and fertilization provided the largest net returns and
highest return/hr of additional labor, erriphasizing the gains vjhich can
be made by combining soil fertility and vjater conservation. It is
important to note that millet response to improved soil-water management
.vjould likely be greater in the presence of a more soluble source of
phosphorus.
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Table 5. for effects of lied rid^eis (TR) and .fertilization
'.:ith volta phcspi'a^-s (Vpl i and urea on'grain yield of
local varieties of r.iKet grown at Nedogo and Bangasse

•in 198^.

Mean Grain Yield

Treatments liedogo Bangasse

Traditional

TR

TR plus 100 kg/ha VP1 and 50 kg/ha Urea
200 kg/ha VP 1,and 50 kg/ha Urea
TOO kg/ha VP1 and 50 kg/ha Urea
SE^
CV%
1J3

•kg/ha

107.0 220.3

237.9 282.9
3^8.8 ^68.9

227.6 250.9

19A.9 273.3

30.5 AO.3

32,0 39.2

11 17

"^Traditional management practices without TR or fertilization; TR cons
tructed one nonth after planting; VP1 applied in the seed pockets; Urea
applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from seed pockets two weeks after
planting.

^Standard Error of the difference between two treatment means.

\he number of farmers' fields-(replications) on which the experiment
\:as grov.Ti.
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Tabli 6. Econoilc Analyiis of fariir lanigid trials of lillit itith volta phoiphati and tied ridges, 1964.

Treatients 1/

C TR TR,F 2F F

Nidogo, Hanual Traction

Grain Vield, kg/ha 107 238 349 228 195
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha 131 242 121 88

Gain in Net Revenue, CPA 2/ 12052 1602? 2209 1B61
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CPA 3/ 121 134 110 93
I Pariers Nho Nauld Have Lest Cash 0 0 55 55

Bangasse, Hanual Traction

Grain Yield, kg/ha 220 283 469 251 273

Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha - 63 249 31 53
Gain in Net Revenue, CPA - 5796 16673 -6071 -1360

Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CPA - SB 139 - -

Z Fariers Nho Hould Have Lost Cash - 0 6 59 59

SiE. of Differance

BitHiin 2 Triatiint

Hians

2B.0

40.3

Nuiber

of

Farisrs

11

17

1/ C» control (no tied ridgss or fertilizir)! TR ° tied ridges constructod ons lonth after seedingi
F " iOO kg/ha volts phosphats appliid in the seed pocket and 50 kg/ha urea applied in pockets 10-15ci froi
seed pockets tHO neeks after seeding | 2F &200 kg/ha volta phosphate and 50 kg/ha urea applied together in
a pocket 10-15ci froi seed pocket tNo Neeks after seeding.

2/ Net revenue > yield gain 8 grain price (92 CPA/kg) ilnus fertilizer coit| (25 CFf)/kg for Volta Phosphate and
66 CFA/kg for urea). Includes interest charge for six ionths at rate of ISX.

3/ Net revenue/additional labor of tied ridging and fertilizer application. Manual traction requires 100 hours
of additional labor/ha for tied ridging. Fertilizer application requires 20 additional hours/ha.
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SXFERIHEIJT Performance of Millet end Sorghum on I-iillet Land.

Description. The objectives vjere firstly to determine the response

of millet to certain improved management practices and secondly, to

determine whether or not sorghum is more profitable than, millet under

certain improved management practices on millet land. •

The experim-ent v:as conducted at lieclogo with donkey traction, at.

Bangasse with rianual traction and at Diss^rikuy v:ith ox traction on

fields on v/hich the farmer would normally plant millet. The three

treatm.ents vrere the follov;ing: local varieties of millet grown with

traditional r^anagement practices including flat cultivation (tied

ridges vjere not constructed) and no fertilization; local varieties

of millet V7ith improved management practices, 100 kg/ha cotton fer

tilizer, 1A-23-15,' applied in a band 10 to 15 cm from the rows of

millet two vjeeks after seeding plus 50 kg/ha urea applied in pockets

10 to 15 cm from seed pockets one month after seeding, and construc

tion of tied ridges one month after seeding; and local varieties of

sorghum with improved management practices.

The experimental design was a randomized complete block at each

•of the three villages. Farmers' fields were replications.

Results and Discussion. Millet and sorghum grovm with improved mana-

gement practices produced more grain yield than did millet grown

without improved management practices except for the case of sorghum

at Dissankuy (Table 7). At Bangasse and Dissankuy millet with impro

ved management produced greater yields than did sorghum.

At Dissankuy particularly, rainfall amounts and infrequency at

seeding (Fig. 1) resulted in p'oor emergence^ and seedling establishment

of sorghum. Total seasonal rainfall at Dissankuy was greatly reduced

in 198^ compared to long-term average rainfall. Most millet soils

near Dissankuy are more productive than at many other locations on the

Central Plateau and one would expect a greater response of sorghum in

most years ccr.pared to 198A. At Bangasse most millet land is very sandy

and droughty. Because of frequent rainfall during the grov.'ing season

until mid August plant growth was extensive. Lr.mediately prior to flo

wering drought stress became severe and it was more severe for sorghum

than for millet.
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At liedogo, six of the 13 farmers v:ho conducted the experii^ient,
achieved good to excellent establishment' cf sorghum as v;ell as millet
seedlings. All but one of these farmers are good to excellent mana
gers vath respect to quality and timeliness of field operations.
Data from this sample of six fields in which good seedling establish

ment v;as achieved vjere analyzed separately (Table 7). Millet and -

sorghum v;ith improved management practices produced at least twice as
much yield as did,millet vjithout fertilizer and tied ridges. Also,
vdth improved management sorghum produced at least as much yield as
did millet.

Millet and v.'hite sorghum are the dominant cereals throughout the

Central Plateau of Burkina. -Farmers consistently say that white sor

ghum is highly valued because it can be stored tv;ice as long as millet
and under desirable soil and rainfall it yields more grain and flour

per hectare than millet.

Kov.'ever, v.'hite sorghum requires better land and more consistent

rainfall than does millet. Millet is more drought tolerant and has

fewer disease problems than white sorghum. If rains do not come early

enough to plant sorghum, millet may be planted instead. Farmers say

that even in the worst of years, some m.illet can always be harvested.

Thus, in comparison to millet, white sorghum is viewed as a more desi-
_ rable grain but a more risky crop.

During personal interviews, farmers repeatedly state that land
quality is the dominant factor in their cropping decisions. Asked
whether price affects his decision regarding what to plant, the far
mer's most common response was "the land tells me what to pl^t".(Lang,

et al, 1983). Because soil quality continues to deteriorate, millet
accounts for an increasing share of cereal acreage.

Sorghum is commonly grown on soils V7hich are lovjer along the topo-
sequence, soils which are more fertile and less droughty than " millet
land" v.'hich is generally on the upper part of the toposequep.ee and has

poorer soil structure. Since soil fertility and avail-ability of soil
moisture are two important distinguishing factors between sorghum land

and millet land, it v:as reasoned that the better millet land could be
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Upgraded to scrghu.Ti land by amelioration with fertilizer and tied ridges

to reduce surface' runoff "of rainfall. The farmers were*very interested

in conducting the' experiment. •

The economic analysis (Table 8) indicates that at al? locations,
the average net returns from using fertilizer and tied ridges on millet

covered the opportunity cost of the additional labor. Hov:ever the per

centage of farrr.er's viho v;ould have lost cash from fertilizer purchases

is moderately high at all locations. Given the poor rainfall levels

and poor rainfall distribution. 198A provided a very good test of the

technologies. One vjould however not expect this type of year to be

repeated vjith any great frequency and in years with more desirable rain

fall patterns, the percentage of farmers losing cash would be greatly

reduced. But when given the realities of the "survival-first" attitudes

of the farmers, even one bad year in ten is a concern that must be ad

dressed before one would expect farmers to adopt the technologies.

There are however encouraging results from the farmer-managed

trials of millet v/ith volta phosphate and tried ridges (Tables 5 and 6).

At Nedogo and Bangasse, the percentage of farm.ers viho vrould have lost

cash under a fertilizer-tied ridging combination-is zero and 6% , (one

farmer) respectively. These results warrant further testing of using

improved management practices on millet.

• In the trials of sorghum grovm on millet land with fertilizer and

tied ridges, the average net returns only covered the opportunity cost

of the additional labor at Nedogo. The percentage of farmers who V70uld

have lost cash" from fertilizer purchases is very high at Bangasse and

Dissankuy and moderately high at Nedogp. At Nedogo, one farmer out of

the six (17^0) v.'ho achieved good to excellent establishment of sorghum

v:ould have lost cash. In contrast, two farmers out of the six (33%)

would have lost cash in the millet trial. This points out the economic

value to farmers of having a sorghum variety 'that can establish itself

given the vjeather patterns of 193^. The Nedogo experiment indicates that

given good plant establishment, sorghum, can compete vjith millet on millet

land in terms of yield, net returns, and risk v:hen fertilizer and tied

ridf^es are used.

.../



Tubls 7. i'CEin graij. yield of ir.ille-t aud sorghum with tied ridges
and fertilizer and gro-.;n on millet land at three villages
in Burkina Faso in 19oA. ..

Treatment

Kedogo

A.

B.

C.

SE2
cv%

Millet, vjithout tied ridgss
ITR) or fertilization (F)
i-'.illet, v;ith TR and F
Sorghum, v.'ith TR and F

A.

B.

C.

SE^
GV%

'3

Millet, without Th or F
Millet, with TR'and F
Sorghum, v?ith TR and F

A.

B.

C.

SE2
cv%
N3

A.

B.

C.

SE2
CV%

Millet, v;ithout TR or F
Millet, vrith TR and F
Sorghum, vjith TR and F

Millet, without TR or F
Millet, with TR and F
Sorghum, v:ith TR and F

Hedogo selected^

Bangasse

Dissankuy

Mean Yield

kg/ha

29A
600

529
62

3^

13

355

707
7^8

109
31

6

291
5A4
All

A9
4^

27

435
626

A5'9
36

. 25
23

A) Local varieties of millet grov.n with traditional management practices
including' flat cultivation (tied ridges were not constructed and no fer
tilization; 3) local varieties of rcillet vdth improved management prac
tices, 100 kg/ha cotton fertilizer 14-23-15, applied in an band 10-15 cm
from the ro-.:s of millet tv;0 weeks after seeding plus 50 kg/ha urea applied

in pockets• 10-15 cm from seed pockets one month after seeding, and cons
truction of tied ridges one month after seeding; and C) local varieties
cf sorghum vrith improved management practices as in treatment B.

Standard error of the difference between two treatment means.

The number cf farmers' fields (replications) on v/hich the experiment
grov.Ti.

Data from a group of 6 of the 13 farmers who achieved good to excellent
seedling establishment for millet and sorghum.
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Table 6. Econoeic analysis of fareer eanagsd trials of lillet and sorghui on eillet land, 19B4«

Trsatients 1/ 8.E. of Differance Nuaber

Bstneen 2 Treateent of

H,C H,1 S,I Heans Fariers

Nidogo, Hanual Traction
Brain Yield, kg/ha 294 600 529 61.9 13

Yield Bain Above Cantrol, kg/ha - 306 235

Bain in Net Revenue, CFA 2/ - 16219 9667

Return/hr, of Additional Labor, CFA 3/ m 135 61

% Fariers Mho Hould Have Lost Cash - 23 31

Nedogo, (Bub-saiple)' 4/
Brain Yield, kg/ha 394 707 748 109.4 6
Yield Gain Above Control, kg/ha - 353 394

Bain in Net Revenue, CFA - 20543 24315

Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA - 171 203

X Fariers Hho Mould Have Lost Cash - 33 17

Bangasse, Hanual Traction

Brain Yield, kg/ha 291 244 411 49.1 27

Yield Bain Above Control, kg/ha - 253 120

Bain in Net Revenue, CFA - 11343 -693

Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA - 95 -

% Fariers Nho Mould Have Lost Cash - 30 63

Dissankuy, Ox Traction
Grain Yield, kg/ha 435 626 459 36.4 23

Yield Bain Move Control, kg/ha - 191 24

Bain in Net Revenue, CFA - 5639 -9725
Return/hr. of Additional Labor, CFA - 59 -

X Fariers Mho Mould Have Lost Cash 43 65

1/ n a Hilleti Cs cantrol (no tied ridgss or fertilizer)| I » liproved lanagiient (100 kg/ha of i4'23'15
plus 30 kg/hfi urea and tiid ridges)| S » Sorghui.

2/ Nit revenue » yield gain x grain price (92 CFA/kg) elnus fertilizer cost| (7B CFA/kg for 14-23-iS, and
ih CFA/kg for urea), Includes interest charge far six lonthi at rate af iSX.

3/ Net revenue/additional labor of tied ridging and fertilizer application. Hanualf Donkey, and Dx traction
require 100, 75, and 73 hours of additional labor/ha for tied ridging respectively. Fertilizer applicat
ion requires 20 additional hours/hat

4/ Asub-saeple of six Nedogo lanual traction fariers Hho tfere able to achieve good to excellent sarghue
plant Bstablisheent.
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:XPEHIHE;': 5: Hed Sorghunj Variety Trial

Description; The objective was to evaluate the performance of the red

sorghum variety, Framida^

The experiment was conducted at Poedogo v.'ith donkey and ox trac

tion, The four' treatments v/ere the follov:ing: local red sorghum

variety, traditional managemc-nt practices vdthout tied ridges or fer

tilizer; local red sorghum variety with 100 kg/ha cotton fertilizer,

'A^23-^5, applied in a band 10-15 cm froiri the rov7s of sorghum tv.'o weeks

after seeding plus 50 kg/ha of urea applied in pockets 10-15 cm from

seed pocV:ets one month after seeding and vjith tied ridges constructed

one month ax'ter seeding; Framida v;ithout tied ridges or fertilization;

Framida vrith fertilizer and tied ridges as above.

The experimental design was a randomized complete block. Farmers'

fields vjere replications.

Results ana Discussion. Although both local varieties and Framida res

ponded significantly to improved management, grain yield of Framida v;as

less than that of the local variety (Table 9), Early in the season there

was significant spittle-bug damage on many parcels of Framida. Spittle-

bug damage v;as particularly severe on the parcels of Framida v'hich were

not fertilized. Also, seed set of Framida was greatly reduced due to

flov7er blast caused by sorghum midge. Damages from spittlebug and sor

ghum midge were small or negligible in parcels of the local varieties

which were adjacent to the parcels of Framida in this experiment, -

Fraraica has performed very well in other trials (ICRISAT, 1983)..

However, data from this experiment does point out two potent^j^l problems

vjhich may occur with the variety Framida; yield loss due-to spittlebug

and sorghun: raidge.

In our trials in 1963 Framida v:as v;ell-liked by farmers at Poedogo.

Farmers prefer its taste, ease of grinding and large kernels compared to

local red sorghum varieties.



Table 9. grain yield of local red sorghum varieties and the
variety Fraraida vjith and viithout tied ridges and fertili"
zation at Poedogo in 1934.

•Treatment 1 ' • Mean yield

• • kg/ha

Local variety, without tied ridges (TK)
or fertilization _(F} 115?
Local variety v.'it'h TR and F 1580
Franida v;ithout TR or F 595
Framida vjith TR and F 1199
Se2 170
CV% 35
1^3 • 11

^Local red sorghum varieties grovm vjith traditional rnanagnient practices
and without tied;-ridging (TR) or fertilization (F); local red sorghum
varieties v:ith 100 kg/ha cotton fertilizer, 1A-23-15, applied in a band

'at 10 to 15 cm from the rov;s of sorghum two weeks after planting plus
50 kg/ha of urea applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from the seed pockets
one month after seeding and construction of TR one month after seeding;
the red sorghum variety Framida without TR or F; Framida v:ith tied rid
ging and fertilization.

p
Standard Error of the difference betvjeen two treatment means.

\he number of farmers' fields (replications) on which the experiment v;as
gro;-m.
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Five experir^snts with millet, sorghum and njaize were each con-

ducted in one" to five villages. The purpose of the trials was to deter

mine the potential of vjater conservation and fertilization technologies

under on-farm, far.Tier-managed conditions in Burkina.' These trials were

designed to maximize the use of non-purchssed inputs, still using minimal

applications of purchased inputs, because most farmers are currently sub

sistence oriented and they have little cash available for purchased inputs.

The agronomic results indicated that significant yield increases of

sorghum and millet can be obtained by applying minimal amounts (as des

cribed above) of fertilizer and/or by construction of tied ridges. Tied

ridges may be beneficial because of effects in addition to reduction of

surface runoff of rainfall. Depressions in the soil surface resulting

from tied ridging collect tree leaves and crop residues during the dry

season. Also, during the rainy season because of reduced rainfall runoff,

loss of accumulated residues is reduced allov;ing them to be incorporated

into the soil during cultivation. However, tied ridges alone cannot solve

the soil fertility problem over years. This'may not be as serious on

village Eaize fields as on sorghum and millet fields. On village fields

which are usually vjell-fertilized, maize yields can be significantly increa

sed with construction of tied ridges without fertilization. Yield levels

of sorghua and millet are highest when both fertilizer and tied ridges are

utilized iiidicating that soil fertility and water become constraints in

turn. • .

The economic analysis indicated that for most of the farmer-managed

trials, the mean yield increases from tied ridging and/or fertilization gave

'rise to a return per hour for the additional labor involved above that .o>f

the opportunity cost for labor. Tied ridges alone or in combination* with •

fertilizer are more economically attractive and less risky vjith respect to

losing cash costs, than a fertilizer alone alternative. The combination

of tied ridges and fertilizer results in the largest net returns.
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C, Ressarchcr-Ilanaged Trials

l-'ethodology. Technologies tested in researcher-managed trials are those

v:hich have shora prornise based on trials under experiment station condi

tions. These trials are conducted on farmers' fields and. are managed by

FSU staff. In 19S^, these trials focused on four technology themes:

1) Construction of tied ridges to reduce surface runoff of rainfa]!

and thereby increase t!'ie ariount of uater available to plants,

2) Fertilization vjith cherfiical fertilizers and manure to improve

soil fertility,

3) Cereal-legume crop associations, and

A) Testing of nevj varieties.

Seven experiments were conducted in -each of one to five villages.

The standard experimental designs, randomized complete block and split-

plot, v:ere used. The number of treatments ranged from four to 11. Each

experirr.ent vjith three to four replications vjas conducted in one carefully

chosen farmer's field in each village.

Treatments were randomly assigned to a parcel (plot) within each

block (replication). Plots consisted of six rows spaced 75 cm apart and

8 m long. Data were .collected from the center four rows. (The center

three rovrs of cowpeas'vjhen intercropped with a cereal). Crops vjere manual

ly seeded soon after a rainfall and without prior tillage of the seedbed—

practices similar to those by most farmers. Construction of tied ridges

was accomplished by manual labor.
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EMrEKIi^EHT i: l-isize-Cowpea Reiay s.nd Association.

Doccription. Tne objective v;as to determine the performance of the maize

variety Safita-2, the early-maturing (determinate) and up-right cov;pea

variety TVX 3236, local varieties of maize and local (indeteminate) va

rieties of ccMpeas .vjhen intercroip-ed.

The experiment v;as conducted at Poedoso and Iledogo. The experimen

tal design v:as a randomized cor.rlere block vjith three blocks. Treatments

consisted of co.Tibinations of maizr and covjpea varieties with traditional

(TP) and improved management practices (II'P). In al3 parcels, rows of

coKpeas were planted betv.'een rov.-s of maize. Cowpeas v;ere planted in

pockets ^0 c::. apart in the rov,', arid when tied ridges were present, the

pockets were near the top of the cross ties which were 40 cm apart. Two

vjeeks after planting;- covjpeas v:ere thinned to two plants per pocket.

Under TP maize v;as planted in pockets AO cm apart in the row and under

IMP 20 cm apart in the row. When ziaize seedlings v.'ere 10 cm tall, the

population vras thinned to two pl£r.-_s per pocket if pockets were 40 cm

apart and 1 plant per pocket if pcckets were 20 cm apart. Maize v/as plan

ted on 29 June at Nedogo and on £ July at Poedogo. The six treatments

were the follovring:

1) Local maize and local covrpeas vjith TP V7hich included neither tied

ridging nor fertilization, cowpeas were planted on the sam-e date

as zalze at Nedogo and 3 v:eeks later than maize at Poedogo,

2) Local maize and cov.'peas vith IMP which included tied ridges cons

tructed before planting, 200 kg/ha cotton fertilizer, 14-23-15,

applied in a band at 10 z-o 15 cm from the rows of maize at planting

and 50 kg/ha of urea applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from maize

seed pockets one month after planting, cowpeas were planted on the

• • same date as maize at Meicgo and 3 V7eeks later than maize at Poe-

.dogr;

3) Safita-2 and TVX 3236 vrith TP, cowpeas planted one vjeek after maize

vjas at 50% silk at Kedogo. but at Poedogo because of the late date

of r.aize planting, the cc^peas were planted 4 weeks after maize v.'as

plar.zed;

4) Safi~a-2 and TVX 3236 v:itr. InP as in Treatment 2, cowpeas planted

one v;eek after maize v:as a:: 50% silk at I^edogo and 4 vjeeks after



v;as pl:-nted at Posdogo,

5) Sarita-2 and local covrpeas with TP, cowpeas planted three v.-eeks

after maize at Nedogo and Poedogo;

6) Safita-2 and local cowpeas with IMP as in Treatment 2, cowpeas

planted three weeks after maize at Nedogo and Poedogo.

Cov.'peas vjere sprayed at budding with DECIS at the rate of 1 1/ha

and at 10 to lA days after, budding vjith Thiodan at the rate of 1 1/ha to

niinimize insect damage to flovjers and pods.

The plot area was gently sloping at Poedogo and at Nedogo. At both

villages, the plot area v.'as considered by the farmer-cooperators to be

average "sorghum land" and at Nedogo the plot area v:as variable in soil

color.

Results and Discussion. At both Poedogo and Nedogo maize grain yield

consistantly was significantly greater with IMP than with TP (Table 10).

Also, total grain yield from maize and cowpeas v;as significantly greater

v.'ith IMP than V7ith TP. Cowpea yield was not consistantly greater with

Il^iP than v.dth TP, but it vjas at least as high with IMP as it was vjith TP.

The greater plant growth of maize with IMP probably resulted in increased

shading of the cowpeas, particularly when planting of cowpeas was delayed

as in treatment 3 to 6, compared to that with TP.- One would have expected

the cov.'peas in association with Safita-2, Treatments 5 and 6, to yield

higher than those.in.association with the local maize variety, Treatments

1 and 2, because Safita-2 is shorter and earjlier-maturing than the local

maize varieties, but this was not the case at Poedogo or Nedogo. However,

cowpeas in Treatments 5 and 6 were planted 3 weeks latei? than the maize and

may'have been adversely affected by shading early in their growth, and by

the end-of-sgason drought later in their growth.

Intercropping of covrpeas and maize tended to suppress maize yields.

Generally, maize yields v;ith IMP were greatest v;hen cowpeas were planted

A T^eeks after maize or one week after 50% silk, intermediate v.-hen cowpeas

v.'ere'planted three weeks after maize v:as planted, and maize yields Mere

least v.'hen cov.'peas were planted on the same date as maize. V.lien cowpeas

are planted one week after 50% silk, one would expect little or no reduc

tion of maize vield compared to yield of maize in pure stand because the

r">
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-^ize v.'ould be nearly mature before it encountered appreciable competi-

•wion from the cov.'peas.

TVX 3236 yielded poorly compared to the local cowpea variety at

Pcedogo and it produced no yield at Nedogo when planted on the 6 ' of

September one v/eek after 50% silk.

Early in the season, the m^ize canopy probably retarded growth of

TVX 3236, as it did for the local co*.:p£a. Hov.'ever , the determinate covj-

pea, TVX 3236, initiated flov.'ering early, v.'hen the plants v;ere small,and al

though rainfall continued at Poedogo to mid-October and more light rea

ched the covjpea plants as maize senesced, the determinate covjpea could

not capitalize on these improved conditions because it could not resume

growth and flovjering. At Nedogo, although TVX 3236 v:as planted one v/eek

after 50% silk and should have been able to capitalize oh the improved

light conditions as the maize senesced, rainfall ended by mid-September

and the covjpeas v.'ere severely damaged by lack of rain. Climatic cons

traints and variabilities at Poedogo and l-Jedogo in 1984 are not uncommon

in the central plateau of Burkina, emphasizing the importance of the

stability of production offered by indeterminate cowpea varieties compared

to determinate varieties.

Very little of the nitrogen fixed by the legume, cowpeas, v/ould have

been available for the maize, particularly for those treatments in which

planting, of covjpeas vras delayed. Possible benefits from, nitrogen fixed

by the legume, should be determined in 1985 by experimentation.
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Vable 10. Means for performance of maize and cov.'p&ss intercropped
at Poedogo and Nedogo in 198^.

Mean Grain Yield

Treatments^ Maize Covrpcas Maize + Cowpeas

— kg/ha —

Poedoro

Ll-j and LC, IP, 3 '.:k 36.2 94^.5 980.7

LK and LC, IMP, 3 v:k 1909.6 1563.5 3A93.1

Safita-2, TVX 3236, TP, ^.wk 72.9 676.2 7A9.1
Safita-2, TVX 3236," IMP, A wk 2302,1 592.8 289A.9
Safita-2, LC, TP, 3 wk 53.3 907.2 960.5
Safita-2, LC, IMP, 3 wk 2156.3 1051.3 3207.6
Se2 159.6 263. A 206.1

cv% 17.9 33.6 11.9

r-. Nedogo

LM and LC, TP, same ^^02.9 259.5 662.A

LM and LC, IMP, same 666.7 351. A 1018,1

Safita-2, TVX 3236, TP, Silk 597.1 0 597.1

Safita-2, TVX 3236 IMP, Silk 1125.0 0 1125.0

Safita-2, LC, TP, 3 wk 236.2 259.7 A95.9
SaT;ita-2, LC, IMP, 3 wk 722.1 333.5 1055.6
SE^ 2A3.8 75.0 283. A

cv% A7.8 A5.7 38.A

LM = local maize varieties, LC = local cov^pea varieties, which have an
indeteriainate flowering period, TP = traditional management practices
V7hich include neither tied ridging nor fertilization, Same = maize and
cowpeas were planted on the same date, IMP = improved management prac
tices which include tied ridges constructed prior to planting and 200
kg/ha 1A-23-T5 applied in a band at 10 to 15 cm from the rovjs of maize
at planting and 50 kg/ha of urea applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from
maize seed pockets one month after planting, Safita-2 is an early variety
of raaizj and TVX 3236 is a variety of cowpeas with determinate flowering,
both varieties developed at IITA, Silk = cowpeas planted one _wee^ after
maize was at 50% silk, 3 v?k = cowpeas planted 3 vjeeks later than maize.

"Standard error of the difference between two treatment means.
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EXPERIKSNT 2: Tied Ridges and Fertilizer on Maize.

Description. The objective was to deterir.inc the effects of tied ridges

constructed prior -to planting and one month after planting and with fer

tilization on maize.

The experiment, vjas conducted at Poedogo, Hedogo, Diapangou and

Dissankuy. The experimental design v:£s a split-plot v:ith four blocks

(replications) at- ea.ch village. The tv.'o treatments, nc fertilization

and fertilization, vjere randomly assigned to the whole plots. Fertili

zation consisted of TOO kg/ha of 'iA-23-15 applied in a band at TO to 15

cm from the rows of maize at planting and 50 kg/ha of urea applied in

pockets at 10 to 15 cm from seed pockets one month after planting. The

three treatments, flat cultivation {vjithout tied ridges), construction

of tied ridges prior "to planting and construction of tied ridges one

month after planting, were randomly assigned to the subplots. There were

six treatment combinations.

Local varieties of maize were grovm. For plots in v/hich tied ridges

vjere constructed prior to planting, seed pockets were placed near the top

of the ridges. Maize was planted in pockets 40 cm apart in the rows. When

seedlings were 10 cm in height the plant population v;as thinned to two

plants per pocket.

The maize was planted on 27 July at Poedogo; 9 July, but 1/3 of popu

lation was reseeded 19 July at Nedogo; 19.July at Diapangou; and 3 August

at Dissankuy. From farmer-experience, it is preferable to plant maize by

mid-July. Because of undesirable rainfall patterns in 198A, this trial

was seeded very late at Poedogo and Dissankuy.

• A-t^ Poedogo the experiment was conducted on a gently sloping (5% slope)

field v;hich the farmer considered sorghum land of average productivity.

The field at Nedogo v;as slightly sloping (3 to 5% slope) and considered by

the farmer to be good sorghum land. Soils at Diapangou and Dissankuy on

which the experiment vjas grown, were very good sorghum land, but the late

planting and low rainfall in 198A severely limited maize yields. The field

v;as slightly sloped (3 to 5%) at Diapangou and at Dissankuy the field was

level.
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H^sults and Discussion. Maize yields wero generally very lc\: at all
villaEies (Table T1). Fertilisation v:as most effective at Poedogo vhere
rainfall was good during August and September (Fig. 1). At Diapangou,
and Dissankuy'particularly, low rainfall during late August and September
severely limited maize yields.

Tied ridges were most effective at Poedogo vjhere the field was slo
ped and there was'sufficient rainfall for maize grov:th. Tied ridges v.-ere
also very effective at Diapangou where the fiexd v;as sloped, the soil i/.'cS
productive and rainfall was sufficient to result in good plant response
to the increased v;ater from tied ridging compared to flat cultivation.

Although rainfall was limited at Diapangou, it was sufficiently frequent
to prevent severe stress. Tied ridges v;ere least effective at Dissankuy
v.'here the field was,level and rainfall runoff v:as not a problem.

At Poedogo, tied ridges constructed prior to planting tended to
result in greater yields than tied ridges constructed one month after
planting. At Nedcgo, Diapangou and Dissankuy tied ridges constructed one
month after planting tended to result in higher yields than those cons
tructed prior to planting. One would expect effects like those realized
at Poedogo because tied ridges constructed prior to planting would capture
rainfall early in the season thereby enhancing seedling growth.

At Poedogo there was sufficient rainfall during germination and seed
ling emergence to result in good plant establishment for all plots, inclu
ding those in which tied ridges were constructed prior to planting and

. seed pockets placed near the top of the ridges. At Nedogo, moisture was
limited subsequent to the first date of planting, 9 July, and seedling
emergence was poor in plots with tied ridges. -Good plant e3tablishm.ent •
was'achieved in these plots after replanting on 19 July, but because of the

delay in planting, grain yield from these plots was reduced compared to
that frcri plots ir. v:hich good seedling establishment v;as achieved after
the first date of planting.

There was a significant fertilization X tied ridging interaction at

Poedogo, nedogo a-i Diapangou (Fig. 5). At Poedogo, the fertilizer was uti
lized more fully as additional v/ater was made available to the plants by
tied ridging one '".rr-th after planting. The difference in maize yield between
unfertilized and fertilized plots was greatest when tied ridges were cons-
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tructed prior to pl^^nting, likely bc-cauce the tied ridges resulted in

more water available to the plants beginning early in the season. At

Dissankuy the lack of rainfall during late Septerriber v;hen the maize v:as

in the flouering and early filling stages of growth probably limited

yields to about 700 kg/ha.

The very larc^: response to fertilisatlorj vrith tied ridges construc

ted prior to planting.accounted for much of the interaction effects at

Poedogo. At Kedogo the necessity to resccd the plcts in vjhich tied ridges

vrere constructed early contributed to the poor performance of maize on the

treatment. The differences betv;een grain yields v:ith and without fertili

zation were small at Dissankuy.
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Table 11, 'Means for performance of maize \iith tied ridges and ferti
lization at Poedogo, Nedogo, Diapangou and Dissankuy in 196A

TrGatir.ei-jts"'

Fertilization

VJithout Fertiliser

Fertilized

SE2

Tied Pidges (TR)

Without TR

TR. at Planting^
TR^ One Month After^
Se2

CV%

Mean Grain Yield

Poedogo Kedogo Diapangou Dissankuy

169.2
633.8

77.5

237.9

5^2.9
^23.3

96.7
A8.0

•kfi/hc

597.2
968.8
60.8

650.8

786.7

911.7

127.9

32.7

798.8

1062.5
103.3

692.5
1031.2

1067.5
152.5
32.8

531.2

708.3

26.7

580.8

632.9
6A5.8
73.3

23.7

Fertilization consisted of 100 kg/ha of 14-23-15 applied in a band at
10 to 15 cm fro2 the rows of maize at planting and 50 kg/ha of urea
applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from seed pockets one month after
planting,

p
Standard error of the difference between tv:o treatment means.

Tied ridges v?ere constructed at planting,

^Tied ridges were constructed one month after planting.
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EXrEPr.iZUT 3; Tied Ridges and Fc;rtiliz--r- on Sorelvj.-n.

Description. The objective was to determine the effects-of tied riu^es
constructed'prior to planting and one month after planting and with
fertilization' on sorghum".

The experiment v;as -conducted at Poedogo, TJedogo and Bangasse, The
experiRiental design was a split-plot v:ith four blocks {replications) at
each village. The. tv;o treatments, no fertilization and fertilization,
v:ere randomly assigned to the whole plots. Fertilization consisted of

100 kg/ha of lA-23-15 applied in a band at 10 to 15 era from the rows of
sorghum at planting and 50 kg/ns of urea applied in pockets at 10 to
15 cm from seed pockets one month after planting. The three treatments,

flat cultivation (without tied ridges), construction of tied ridges

prior to planting and construction of tied ridges one month after plan
ting were randomly assigned to the subplots. There vjere six treatment
combinations.

Local varieties of red sorghum vjere grovm at Poedogo and local

varieties of white sorghum were grovm at Wedogo and Bangasse. For plots

in which tied ridges.were constructed prior to planting, seed pockets

were placed near the top of the ridges. Sorghum was planted in pockets
AO cm apart in the rows. VJhen seedlings were 10 cm in height the plant
population was thinned to two plants per pocket.

The sorghum was planted on 13 June at Poedogo, 6 June at Nedogc,

' and 22 May at Bangasse. The plot area at the three villages was gently

sloping.

Results and Discussion. The trial at Poedogo was excellent and the signi

ficant response to fertilization (Table 12) was very apparent throughout^

the season. The response of sorghum to fertilization V7as significant at

Nedoso and Bangasse but it v.'as not as dracatic as at Poedogo. At Meaogo

rainfall varied significantly throughout the area. The plot area for this

trial was missed by several rains which occurred in other areas near

Mecogo and conseouently the sorghum was severely drought stressed as
reflected by the lov; yields in Table 12. Response to fertilization at

Bar.nasse was "or-e apparent early in the season than the data in Table 12

indicate. Early in the season rainfall was adequate and crop grov;th v.'as

very good. However,
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during late August v.'hen the sor-ghum was in the flov.'ering and early erain

filling stages of grovjth, lack of rain caused severe drought stress.

Because of greater plant growth on fertilized plots than on non ferti

lized plots, sorghum on fertilized plots was stressed more severely

than on non fertilized plots.

Tied ridges constructed prior tc planting resulted in a significant

r.or£hum yield increase at Pc^cogo (Table 12). The early season benefits

of tied ridges constructed early were realized in this experiment at

Poedogo because rainfall was adequate for germination and seedling emer

gence even when the seed pockets were near the top of the tied ridges.

However, later in the season 80 to 90% of the plants in plots in which

tied ridges \-jere constructed prior to planting vjere lodged or leaning

because soil had eroded away from the base of the plants. Few or none

of the plants were lodged in plots with no tied ridges or when tied rid

ges v;ere constructed one month after planting.

At Bangasse. seedlings did not emerge in approximately 25 and 5% of

the seed pockets in plots respectively with tied ridges constructed prior

to planting and in plots v;ithout tied ridges at planting. The sorghum

was not reseeded in these plots. Although the difference is not signifi

cant, the numerically lower yields of sorghum with tied ridges construc

ted prior to planting, 862 kg/ha, compared to that with tied ridges cons-
. A

tructed one month after planting, 1015 kg/ha, is a consequence of the

reduced plant population. Also, the generally frequent and adequate rain

fall until mid-August at Bangasse minimized the beneficial effects of tied

ridges constructed early and the late-constructed tied ridges were in

place prior to the.drier part of the season after mid-August.

'The fertilization X tied ridging interaction effects were -significant

at Poedogo and Nedogo (Fig. 6). At Poedogo the response of sorghum to

fertilization was greater vdth tied ridging than vjithout tied ridging. At

Nedogo the response to fertilization vias greater when tied ridges were

constructed early than vjithout tied ridges or when tied ridges were cons

tructed late. Hoivever, the treatment means v.'ere low in the experiment at

Medogo.

Because of the greater potential of lodging and increased difficulty

to achieve seedling emergence by planting near the top of the ridges, it

would be preferable to place the seed pockets approximately half-way down one "

side of the ridges or construct tied ridges as soon as possible aftei^ seed

ling emergence.
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Table 12. Means for performance of sorchurn with tied ridges and ferti
lization at Foedoco, Nedoro and Bangasse in 198^.

Mean Grain Yield

Treatments Poedogo Nedogo Bangasse

Fertilization •

VJithout Fertilizer 1156.8 100.8 661.2
Fertilized"! 3012.9 19A.6 913.3-
SE2 132.1 35.0 110,0

Tied Ridges (TR)

Without TR 1803.3 93.8
TR, at Planting 2307.5 177-1 862.0
TR, one Month After 21A7.1 171-7 1015-6
£E2 230.a 88.8 131.1

CV% 22.1 58.3 _ 33-3

Fertilization consisted of 100 kg/ha of lA-23-15 applied in a band at
10 to 15 cm from, the rovjs of sorghum at planting and 50 kg/ha of urea
applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from seed pockets one month after
planting.

p
Standard error of the difference between two treatment means.

o

Tied ridges were constructed at planting.

^Tied ridges were constructed one month after planting.

•kf^/ha'
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EXPEI^IKHUT k : Millet-Cowpea Asaocittion.

Description, The objective was to ev^sluate the performance of millet

and cowpeas v.'hen grovm in association.

The experiment was conducted at Poedogo and Bangasse. At each

village the experimental design v.'as a randorrdzed complete block with

four blocks (replications) and seven treatn:ent combinations. Local

varieties of millet v:ere grovm at tvo population derisities in associa

tion ivith the Ouahigouya local (indeterminate flowering) cowpea variety

at three population densities, and in association v;ith TVX 3236 (deter

minate flowering) covjpea at a high population density. The seven trea

tments v.'ere the following:

1) Millet at a population density of 31,250 plants/ha,

2) Millet at '31,250 plants/ha and local cowpeas at 7,800 plants/ha,

3) Millet and local cowpeas, both at 31,250 plants/ha,

A) Millet at 31,250 plants/ha and local cowpeas at 62,500 plants/ha,

5) Millet and local cowpeas, both at 62,500 plants/ha,

6) Millet at 31,250 plants/ha and TVX 3236 at 62,500 plants/ha,

7) Millet and TVX 3236, both at 62,500 plants/ha.

Millet and cowpeas were planted on 15 June at Poedogo and on 3 June

at Bangasse. Millet was seeded in pockets v;hich vjere AO cm apart in the

rows. VJhen seedlings were five to 10 cm tall, millet was thinned to one

plant per pocket for treatments 1, 2, 3, A and 6 (31,250 plants/ha) and to

tv/o plants per pocket for treatments 5 and 7 (62,500 plants/ha). For

treatment 2, cowpeas were planted in rows between every second row of mil

let. In the rows of cowpeas, seed pockets v/ere 80 cm apart. For treat

ment 3, cov/peas were planted in rov;s between rows of millet and cowpea

seed pockets were AO cm apart in the row. For treatments A, 5, 6 and 7,

covjpeas V;ere planted in rov.'s betv;een .rovjs of millet and cowpea seed pockets

v;ere 20 cm apart in the row. At 10 days after planting, cowpeas were thin

ned to one plant per pocket.

Fertilizer v;as not applied. Cowpeas v.'ere sprayed at budding v?ith

DECIS at the rate of 1 1/ha and at 10 to 1A days after budding v.'ith Thiodan

at the rate of 1 1/ha to minimize insect dar:age to flovjers and pods.

At both villages the plot area was nearly level vjith a 1 to 3% slope.
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Seedlinr errjferccncr of millet and cowp'.-EiS v:as very good at both villar?3.

Results and Discussion. At Foedogo the general lack of rainfall durin^^

the first six v.'5c!-:s of grovrth resulted in severe drought stress. Mi lie'-

plants in plots •.rith cowpeas v;ere visibly shorter than in plots with

pure stand millet: Plant height was progressively shorter with increa

sed populations cf millet and particularly v:ith increased populations

of cov:peas. Altr.ough rainfall v.'as much greater beginning mid-July, the-

millet plants in association v;ith covjpeas remained shorter and their

inflorescences v:ere smaller than millet in pure stand. These relation

ships vjere reflected in the grain yield of m.illet at Poedogo (Table 13).

Fertilization may have increased yields by enabling plants to respond to

increased rainfall later in the season, but the most limiting constraint

to production v.-as the limited rainfall early in the season. Cowpea grain

yields vjere high relative to millet yields probably because the sparse

millet canopy resulted in ample light to the cov:peas. Total yield was

respectable corLpared to average millet yields in the area.

Millet at 3':.250 plants/ha in association with cowpeas at 7,800

plants/ha, Treatment 2, resulted in the greatest total grain yield and

was significantly greater than millet in pure stand. Near Poedogo far

mers. traditionally practice association cropping with plant populations

of 31,000/ha of nillet and 3,000 to 8,000/ha of covjpeas. In Treatment 2

-the cov;pea yield zriore than compensated for the loss in millet yield com

pared to pure stand millet yield.

For all other treatments the cowpea yield only compensated for the

respective losses in millet yield, resulting in total grain yields simi

lar to yield of nillet in pure stand. However, cowpea grain has a much

greater percentage of protein than does millet grain.

The indetermiiiate Ouahigouya local variety of co\-;pea produced grea

ter yields than cid TVX 3256. TVX 3235 a determinate flowering type of

cowpea could not capitalize on the favorable rainfall later in the season.

Because of the srvere drought early in the season, the plants of TVX

3236 v.'sre small produced few flov/ers. The indeterminate variety

resumed growth af'er the drought ended and by flovjering, beginning mid-

September, the plants were large and productive. TVX 3236 began flowering



at mid-August.

At Bangasse, because of favorable rainfall early in the season,

covjpeas in -association with millet did not depress nillet grain yields

.(Table 13). Millet yields v;ere highest at the high population and

Tiillet yield of the treatment v:ith millet and cov;pea populations both

at 62,500 plants/ha v.'as significantly greater than yield of millet in

pure stand V'ith a population of 31,250 rlants/ha.

The early-flovjering, determinate cov.'pea variety, TVX 3236, pro

duced greater yields than the indeterminate variety, Ouahigouya local

{Table 13) at Bangasse. TVX 3236 developed good grov;th early in the

season because of favorable rainfall, and began flov/ering on 27 July

and the seeds v.'.ere vjell-filled by mid-August when the drought stress

began. The indeterminate cov.-pea variety began flowering at mid-August.

Total grain yields of cowpeas in association with millet vjere

significantly greater than grain yield of millet in pure culture (Table

13) at Bangasse, As at Poedogo, millet at 31,250 and covjpeas at 7,800

plants/ha resulted in the highest total grain yield.

At the two villages, representing a sharp contrast in rainfall pat

terns, total grain yields of cowpeas in association with millet were at

least as great as grain yield of millet in pure culture. Millet at

31,250 and cov;peas at 7,800 plants/ha produced the greatest total grain

yield. Perhaps with fertilization, millet and cowpeas at higher popula

tions would produce the greatest yields.
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Table 13. Kocinr. for the pcrfoi r.„\cc- of millet and covjpess int'-rcrappcd
at Poedogo and at Fant:asj-5 in 19S^, <

Mean Grain Yield

Treatments Millet Cov.'oeas Millet+Covjoeas

•ka/ha

Poedogo

LM, 31,250 958.3 - 958.3

LM, 31,250; LC, 7,800 705.8 5^1.7 12A7.5
LM, 31,250;- LC, 31,250 A27.1 615.6 10A2.7
LM, 31,250; LC, 62,500 A19.2 666.7 1085.9
LM, 62,500; LC, 62,500 390.8 621.7 1012.5

LM, 31,250; TVX 3236, 62,500 599.2 302.2 901.A

LM. 62,500; TVX 3236, 62,500 630.0 302.2 932.2

SE^ 59.2 57.2 92.A

CV% 1^.2 • 15.9 11.9

Bangasse

LM, 31,250 192.7 — 192.7
LM, 31,250; LC, 7,800 23k, 220.8 A55.2

Ll-'i, 31,250; LC, 31,250 286.5 1A3.1 A29.6
LM, 31,250; LC, 62,500 239.6 98.6 338.2

LM, 62,500; LC, 62,500 286.5 98.6 385.1
LM, 31,250; TVX 3236, 62,500 218.8 169.A 388.2

LM, 62,500; TVX 3236, 62,500 369.8 152.8 522.6

SE2 66.1 ^3.9 78.8

cv% 35.8 A2.2 26.9

''lM = Local variety of millet; 7,800, 31,250, 62,500 = number of plants/ha;
LC = Local variety (indeterminate flowering) of covrpeas; TVX 3236 is a
early, determinate flowering cowpea variety developed by IITA.

2
Standard error of the difference between two treatment means.



HXPS?.1K£;!T 5: Response of Sor-ghum und Millet to Fertilizers.

Pescriptiori. The objective was to deterrdne the response of sorghurrj

and millet to several types of fertilizer and rates of fertilization.

The "experiment was conducted at Hedogo, Bangasse, Dissankuy, Dia-

pangou and Poedogo, but the sorghum was not harvested at Poedogo. The

v.'hite sorghum line £2S50, developed by ICRISAT v:as £rovm at K-edogo,

Bangasse and Dissankuy. At Diapangou, a niixture of a local millet

variety (85%) and a local sorghun; variety (15%) were grovm because this

type of mixture is v;idely grovm by farmers near Diapangou.

At each village, the experimental design v:as a randomized complete

block vath four blocks. The eleven treatments v;ere the following;

1) Neither tied ridges nor fertilization (for the remaining 10

treatmentsl" tied ridges v;ere constructed prior to planting),

2) Ho fertilization,

3) 100 kg/ha volta phosphate (VPI) applied in the seed pocket,

belov7, the seed and not in contact vrith the seed,

A) 100 kg/ha of partially acidified rock phosphate (UV5) applied

in the seed pocket, below the seed and not'in contact v/ith the

seed,

5) 50 kg/ha urea .applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from seed pockets

one month after planting,

6) 100 kg/ha 1^-23-15 applied in a band at 10 to 15 cm from seed

rovjs at planting,

7) 200 kg/ha lA-23-15 applied as in Treatment 6, - .

8) 100 kg/ha VPI- applied as in Treatment^3 plus 50 kg/ha urea ap
plied as in Treatment 5,

9) 100 kg/ha UV5 applied as in Treatment A plus 50 kg/ha urea ap

plied as in Treatment 5,

10) 200 kg/ha UV5 applied as in Treatment k plus 100 kg/ha urea ap

plied as in Treatnjent 5,

11) 100 kg/ha VPI and 50 kg/ha urea applied as a mixture in a pocket

at 10 to 15 cm from seed pockets one week after planting,
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The experh-ent "i.'as planted on 8 Ju}y at Nedogo, 29 June at Br-n-

gasse, 12 July at Dissankuy, and 3 June-at Diapangou. The sorghuiii and

millet were-seeded in pockets which were AO cm apart in the rows. V.'hen

seedlings were 5 to 10 cifj tall the population W2s thinned to tv:o plants

per pocket.

Results and Discussion. Seedling emergence and establishment was excel

lent at all locat^ions except for the control treatment at Nedogo and

Bangasse. Seedlings in approximately 25/i of the seed pockets did not

emerge from the soil in plots of the control treatment at Nedogo and

Bangasse, and these plots v/ere not reseeded.

At Nedogo there was-little response to fertilization with VPl, UV5

or urea alone (Table 1A). Moisture stress v:as persistent throughout the

growing season and 'the plants were severely stressed during flowering

and early grain filling during early and mid-October. Sorghum fertili

zed with 14-23-15 or with a mixture of VPl and urea, flowered on 26 to

29 August and thus was not as severely drought stressed during flowering

and early grain filling as v;as sorghum v.'ith the other treatments which

flowered eight to 10 days later.

The ample and frequent rainfall early in the season at Bangasse

resulted in significant responses to fertilizers (Table 1A). The grea

test response was achieved with 14-23-15. However sorghum response to

UV5 both alone and with urea vjas excellent at Bangasse. Fertilization

with VPl and urea also resulted in significant yield increases compared

to the control or tied ridges alone.'

At Dissankuy the plot area for this experiment was sloped at 2 to

5%, although most of the cultivated fields near Dissankuy ar^^nearly

level. The combination of sloped plot area and the rainfall pattern of

several large but infrequent rains at Dissankuy (Fig. 1) resulted in a

very large response from tied ridging (Table 14). As at Bangasse, there

was a good response to UV5 plus urea. As at Nedogo and Bangasse the

highest yields '.."ere achieved v;ith 14-23-Sorghum on plots fertilized

with 14-23-15 flovjered the earliest, on or about 15 September. Sorghum

vjith other treairients flowered frori three days (UV5 plus urea) to two

vveeks later (VP': alone and TR alone).



A.t riapangou, the millet v:as v.'ell-e.'^tfcblisl'jed but was subjectcfi

to periodic severe stress throughout the cesison because of the lc.rr;e
and infrequent rains (Fig. 1)'. The greatest grain yield was achieved

v:ith 1^-23-15, and UV5 in conibinatjcri v:ith urea.

At Poedogo the grain yield of r-.ost plot's vjas zero because of late

planting, 27 July. Hov.'ever, difftrtr.tiF.l j'lant responses to fertiliza

tions were apparent, throughout the :..c:jscn, as they V7ere at the other

four villages. Plants v:ith the grer.test grov/th and those which flovje-

red the earliest v;ere fertilized v.'ith 1^-23-15. As at liedogo, we did

not observe a positive response to UV5 or urea at Poedogo.

A good response to fertilization with cotton fertilizer, 1^-23-15,

was consistently achieved at all of the five test sites. Responses to

VP1, UV5 and urea v:ere. inconsistent. Cotton fertilizer contains small

amounts of sulphur and calcium and we suggest that low concentrations

of certain elements in addition to N, P and K may restrict yields of

cereals in certain areas of Burkina. Soil samples from fields and plot

areas near the five villages are being analyzed.
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Table 14. Means for the performance of r-orchuni and millet with ferti
lization and tied ridges at Uedoso, Bangasse, DissanVcuy and
Diapangou in 1984.1

• .• Mean Grain Yield^
^

Treatnents ' Nedogo Bangasse Dissankuy Diapangcu

k5/)]E

Control^ 135.4 a ::Cy,.e. a 1010.4 a 677.1 a

TR^
VPI^

145.8 a 220.2 a 1843.8 b 708.3 a

TR, 100^ 156.2 a 1177.1 be 2510.4 be 843.8 ab

TR, 100 UV5'̂ 239.6 a 1250.0 be 2385.4 be 677.1 a

TR, 50 Urea® 166.7 a 1067.5 be 2635.4 be 854.2 ab

TR, 100 14-23-15^ 812.5 cd 1083.3 be 3156.3 c 864.6 ab

TR, 200 14-23-15 1000.0 d 1474.2 c 3166.7 c 1000.0 b

TR, 100 VP1, 50 Urea 447.9 ab 1120.0 be 1995.0 b 677.1 a

TR, 100 UV5, 50 Urea 145.8 a 1093.8- be 2937.5 c 958.3 b

TR, 200 UV5, 100 Urea _
^?^,50 Urea,Mixed

187.5 a 1484.2 c 2437.5 be 937.5 b

TR, 100 ^ 635.4 be 900.8 b 2312.5 be 822.9 ab

SE T1 145.4 207.9 393.3 84.6

CV% 55.5 27.0 23.2 14.5

1
The vihite sorghirr: line, 82S:>0, developed by ICRISAT, v:as gro\m at Nedogo,
Bangasse and Dissankuy. A"mixture of local millet (85%) and local white
sorghum (15%) vas grovm at Diapangou.

^Means vrithin a column vjhich are follovied by a similar letter are not
significantly different at the 5% level by Duncan's New Multiple Range
Test (Steel and Torrie, I960)-

^Neither tied ridges nor fertilization.
A

Tied Ridges constructed prior to planting.

^Numbers -are the number of kg/ha of fertilizer applied.
^Volta phosphate applied in the seed pocket, below and not in contact
with the seed.

7
Partially acidified rock phosphate applied in the seed pocket, below and
not in contact vrith the seed.

Q

Urea applied in a pocket at 10 to 15 cm from the seed pocVret one month
after planting.

^Cotton fertilizer applied in a band 10 to 15 cm from the seed rows at
planting.

^^The V?1 and urea were applied as a mijiture in a pocket at 10 to 15 cm from
seed pockets one v.'eek after planting.

^ ^Standard error o. the difference betv.'een two treatment means.
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EXFE; i:-E!]T 6: Sorghum snd liillet Fertilized v;ith Manure.

Description. The objective v;at; to evaluate the responses.of sorghum

and millet to fertilization- v.'ith minimal amounts of manure placed near

the plants and manure in comtoation v:ith urea and partially acidified

rock phosphate (UV5).' «

Tne experimsnt v:as cond'jcted at I-'edogo, t-ar.fiasse, Diapangou and

Dissankuy. Local varieties of rriillet v:ere grovm at Bangasse and Dia

pangou and the irhite sorghum line, 82S50 developed by ICRISAT, v;as

grovjn at Nedogo and Dissankuy.

At each village the experimental design was a split-plot with whole

plots (applicaticn of no urea or 50 kg/ha urea) arranged in a completely

randomized design and manure treatments vjere the subplots. There were

two observations of'feach of the two whole-plots. The four subplot treat
ments vjsre the follovjing:

1) No application of manure, the control,

2) 3.1 T/ha manure applied in the seed pocket belovj and not in con

tact v/ith the seed,

3) 3.1 T/ha manure applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from seed

pockets at planting,

A) mixture of 3.1 T/ha manure and 100 kg/ha UV5 applied in the seed

pocket below and not in contact v;ith the seed.

The cattle manure was thoroughly sundried, ground and uniformly mixed,

and then distributed to the four villages for the trials. Urea was applied

in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from seed pockets one month after planting. -The

sorghum and millet were planted in pockets which were AO cm apart in the

rows. Seeding was done on 8 July at Nedogo; 25 May at Bangasse; 6 June at

Diapangou, but 1/3 of the population was .re-established by transplanting

seedlings during thinning; and 7 July at Dissankuy. Tied ridges were cons

tructed prior to planting for all plots. Seed pockets were placed near the

top of the ridges. V.nien seedlings were 5 to 10 cm tall the population was

thinned to tv?o plants per pocket.

.../...
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/.ecults and Discussion. The response to urea was sir;nific=:nt in U-iriJs

at lifdogo and Banr.asse but not at Dissankuy and DiapariGOu (Table 1^).
Because of the ample rainfall at Bangasse early in the season, sy:r.ptonjr

indicative of nitrogen deficiency were widely apparent and response of

millet to urea in,this trial was particularly apparent. The signifi

cant response to urea is not surprisinr because manure supplies only

Fr.all amounts of nitrogen. Manure f3,--r.GrLlly contains respectively 5,

10 and 5f. of K, P and K.

As we found in Experiment 5, response to UV5 was location-specific.

hi Bangasse, manure plus UV5 resulted in a significant yield increase

compared to millet yield without fertilization whereas manure alone did
not result in a significant yield increase (Table 15). The treatment,

manure plus UV5 also resu3.ted in the highest soi^ghum yield at Dissankuy,

but there v:as no response to UV5 at Nedogo or at Diapangou.

The significant urea X manure interaction at Nedogo and Dissankuy

was primarily due to the large response' to urea v.'hen UV5 was present

(Fig. 7).

V?e recognize that 3 T/ha is certainly a minimal amount of manure

from which to expect a significant cereal yield increase. But v?e argue

that farmers do not have access to sufficient amounts of manure to apply

even 3 T/ha over a substantial portion of their crop area. It will be

more important to determine the beneficial effects of manure in subse

quent years and the effects of minimal applications in successive years.

Beneficial effects irjdude improved soil structure from increased organic

matter which may result in increased rates of water infiltration and

increased water holding capacity.



Table 15. Means for the ptTTorii-.ance of vMiite sorghum or millet
fertilized vjith ift^nurc, psi'lially acidified rock phos
phate (UV5) and urea at four villages in Burkina Faso
in 198^.

Mean Grain Yield "

Treatments IJcdogo Panj^asse Diapangou Dissankuy

•k^/ha

Urea

Without Urea 697.9 5C2.5 828.3 807.5
50 kg/ha Urea 906.2 716.2 981.2 U76.6

se"* 21.2 8.3 ii^.5 130.^

2
Manure (H)

V.'ithout M 510.^ '^3Z-3 802.1 98A.2

M in Seed Pockets 906.2 60A.2 859-2 110A.2

M Beside Seed Pockets 895.8 666.7 963.3 1166.7
H 4- UV5 in Seed Pockets 895.8 85^.2 995.0 1312.5

SE^ 197.5 105.A • 90.4 227.5
CV% 3A.8 23.3 28.2

1
Standard error of the difference between tvjo treatment means.

^Dried .cattle manure at 3 T/ha applied in the seed pockets, below-and not
in contact with the seed, or in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from the seed
pockets, UV5 at 100 kg/ha.
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EXPERIME13T 7; Early-Hstuj'ity'v.'hlte Sorghui'ti Variety Trial.

-Description. 'The objective was to determine grain productivity of
the white sorghum varieties, Kanfiarui and 82S50 vjith fertilization.
Kanfisgui is a local variety grovm near Diapanrou and 82S50 v:as deve
loped by ICRICAT.

The 0xp~rirr.ent'was conducted st Iledogo. The experimental design
vjas a randorr-ized complete block v:ith four blocks. The four treatir.ents
v;ere the follcvring:

1) Kanfiagui without fertilization,

2) Kanfiagui v.'ith 100 kg/ha lA-23-15 applied in a band at 10 to
15 en from the rows of sorghum tv.'o v.'eeks after planting, plus

50 kc/ha urea applied in pockets at 10 to 15 cm from seed

pockets one month after planting,

3) 82S5C without fertilization,

4) 82S50 v.'ith fertilization as in Treatment 2.

Plantinc, v;as done on 9 July. Sorghum v;as planted in pockets vihich

were AO cm apart in the rows.' VJhen seedlings were 5 to 10 cm tall the
population was thinned to two plants per pocket.

Results and Discussion. Similar population densities were achieved for

the two varieties, 72 seedlings/plot for Kanfiagui and 78 for 82350
(Table 15). For both varieties seedlings failed to emerge in approxi
mately 25% of the seed pockets. Plant height at maturity was 2.6 m for
Kanfiagui and 1.A mfor 82S50. Although there was no lodging, 82S50 had

T"* a more substantial stem than Kanfiagui. Both varieties were taller with
fertilization than without fertilization.

Kanfiagui produced significantly more grain yield than 82S50 under
bouh fertilization and nonfertilization. The relatively poor yield of
82S*^0 v.'as primarily because it flowered 10 days later (A October) uhan
Kanfiagui (25 September). The last significant rain at Nedogo occurred
0-. 16 Septer-:er. Having reached 50% flowering on 25 September, enabled
Kanfiagui to achieve a high percentage seed set and begin grain filling
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tcfore drcu^ht LVrcsr becar^ie severe. Ccr.parison of Kanfiagui and

£2550 for r.jrnbcr of seedlings per plot and number of spikes har

vested de:T;Or.strates the significance of the drought stress during

fiovjering cf 82S50. 82350 develops m^ny more kernels per panicle

than Kanfiagui. The kernels of e2Sr>0 are also larger than those

of r'anfia;:ui.



Tsble 16. Means for ihe perforr-.ance of the vjhite sorghu::! varieties
Kanfiagui and £2550 v;ith fertilization at Nedogo in 198A

Means

Seedlings Plant Grain Spikes Grain/

Treatments pej- plot Height Yield l":arvestc-d P^L'iicle

nuii.ber m k-;/ha number gtr:

Varieties

Kanfiagui (••') 12 P.6 713.5 97 17.6

82S50 78 1,4 328.1 33 OO C.
« v.«

SE'i 78.5

Fertilization

V'ithout Fertilizer 312.5

Fertilized^ 729.2

SEl 78.5

Combinations

K without Fertilizer 68 2.3 A68.8 78 14.5

K v.dth Fertilizer 76 3.0 958.3 116 20.6

S2S50 without Fertilizer 78 • 1.2 156.2 2A 15.S

82550 with Fertilizer 79 1.6 500.0 A1 31.7

se' 111.1

cv% 30.2

''standard error of the difference betv/een two treatment means.

^100 kg/ha of lA-23-15 applied in a band at 10 to 15 cm from the rows of
sorghum two weeks after planting, plus 50 kg/ha urea applied in pockets
at 10 to 15 cm from seed pockets one month after planting.
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Surjiam'

Seven agronomic trials were conducted by FSU/SAFGRAD staff on

farr.ers' fields near one to five villages throughout the central pla

teau of Burkina-Faso", The trials v.'ere designed to focus on the follo-

v.'in^ four technology theines: construction of tied ridges to reduce

surface runoff of rainfall and increase the amount of v;ater

available to plants; fertilization v.'ith clierr.ical fertilizers and ma

nure to improve soil fertility; ceresl-legume intercropping; and new

varieties of cereals and the legume, cowpeas.

Tied ridging alone and fertilization with certain types and rates

of fertilizers alone usually resulted in significant increases in

cereal {millet, sorghum and maize) grain yield and cowpea yields.
However, the greatest yields almost always vjere achieved with combina
tions of tied ridging and fertilization which emphasizes that availa

ble water for plants and soil fertility are both serious constraints

to crop production throughout the central plateau.

To minimize difficulties of seedling emergence due to dry condi

tions after seeding and to minimize lodging due to erosion of tied rad

ges, the tied ridges should be constructed after seeding or the seed
poc'/.ets should be placed half v/ay dovm one side of the ridges. Tied,

ridiies should be constructed as soon as possible after seedling emer

gence, recognizing constraints due to plant size and available labor.
Significant yield increases from fertilization were most consis

tently achieved with 100 to 200 kg/ha of 14-23-15. The inconsistent
responses of cereal crops across the central plateau to VP1, UV5 and
urea alone or in combination, and the fact that 1A-23-15 contains small

amounts of sulphur and calcium suggest that low concentrations of
certain elements in addition to N, P and K may restrict yields of cereal

crocs in certain areas of BurV:ina.

Although the amount of ruanure available for fertilization is curren

tly very lirdted, its applicati on should certainly be encouragec. Long-
terr. benefits frcni manure include the improvement of soil structure to

increase rate of water infiltration.
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Intercropping of co^";.'-es and the ctrr^ls maize and inilic-t,

tended to reduce cereal yields conpered to yields of sole-cropped

cereals. Hov;ever, total cereal-plus-ler.jme grain yields v/ere almost

alv.'Eys as large and in scr.e cases, sannificantly larger than yields

of the sole-cropped, cereal.

The variable climatic conrtraint^ across the central plateau in

i9BA eir;phasized the impoi--ti;:.ce of the stLbility of production offered

by indeterminate cowpea varieties.

The variety trial corr.paring the tv:o varieties of u'hite sorghum,

Kanfiagui and ICRISAT 82S50, emphasized the importance of drought

stress during flov;ering and grain filling as a production constraj.nt.
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III. socio-EcoKo::ic research

In 198A FSU socio-economic research focused on three aress: credit,

land-tenure and stocks and transactions. Additionally information vjas

gathered on farmers'perceptions of and their adoption of certain tech

nologies.

The data bass for all th~ Focio-cnciiornic analysis comes from s

sair.ple of 30 households in each of the five villages that FSU works in.

The 30 households v/ere randomly selected based on a village census. In

Diapangou, although randomly selected, all households are animal traction

households. This was to accomodate an animal traction study (Jaeger,

1985). This sample was conserved in 1934.

In 1983, FSU Conducted an analysis to identify the factors that

explain economic performance and the general welfare of individual

fariTiers (FSU/SAFGHAD, 1983). The factors associated with economic

performance and farmer well-being for a given household are per capita

grain consumption, per capita cereal and livestock sales, cash crop

hectares per capita and the number of hectares per capita of cultivated

land. Of these, the number of hectares per capita was found to be the

major factor explaining economic performance and farm.er well-being.

The area cultivated by a household is a function of the active

labor force and tillage technology utilized. It is also determined by

the access to land and the desire to expand land area. Thus access to

land and capital to invest in animal traction and other "inputs deter

mines the expansion path farmers will take to increase their economic

v/ell-being. Given access to land and credit, most farmers will likely

choose to extensify. Extensification offers a greater return than

intensification ar.d less risk of losing the cash cost from'technologies

like fertilizer. Increasing the cultivated area of a household hov/ever

does not preclude, farmers from adopting intensive type technologies.

Farmers who v;ant to increase their v;elfare but v.'ho do not have access to

land but have access to credit \.-ill most likely try to intensify and

adopt technologic; that FSU v;orks v;ith.
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Hov.'over, the eytenz-ification option is not a long tern solution for

increi-sins far.T.crs'v;eirare especially on the Mossi plateau. The net

population grov;th rate of 1.7 percent has increased the man-land ratio and

is causing a change in traditional farming practices. To increase food

production, there is a shortening of the fallow rotation period required

to restore the soil vjhich is very low in organic matter and fertility.

The shortening of the fallov; period in cor.bination vdth the present farr,

manager.ent practice of the removal or burning of all plant material is

very exhaustive on the soil. In the northern areas of Burkina, deserti-

ficaticn of cultivated land is also becoming a serious problem.

As access to land becomes more limiting and more pressure is put on

the land for food production, soil deterioration will increase resulting

in lower yields and., food production and increased outmigration. Part of

the solution to overcoming these problems "lies in changing the present

farming system by using intensive type technologies that increase the

productivity of the land. The work by FSU with tied ridges, organic and

inorganic fertilizers, nevj varieties and mulch explores the type of

intensive technologies that increase land productivity.

Since access to land which is determined by the land tenure system

and utilization of formal and informal credit play an important role in

shaping farmers' decisions v;ith respect to intensification and extensi-

fication options, studies in the two areas vjere undertaken in 1984.

Section A presents the study on credit and the study on land tenure is

•presented in section B.

•' The collection of stocks and transactions data was continued in

•*198A. Th?data .v?as analysed and published in monthly reports. In
addition, stocks and transactions data has been used for a masters

student thesis (Ann Bukov.'ski, in process) and two publications on marketing

(Mahlon Lang, in press). Section C presents a summary analysis of data

collected from December 1983 to November 198A.

A survey of cooperator-farmers v:as conducted to evaluate their per

ceptions about the technologies that FSU works with. The hectarage and

number of cooperator-farmers using the technologies outside of the FSu

trials vere tabulated. An analysis of the difference in farm-specific

characteristics between adopters and-non-adoptors was also undertaken.

The analysis is oresented in section D.



A. Credit.

In 198^, research in the area of credit vjas undertaken. The

study began "in April, just prior to the beginning of the cropping season,

and continued through 7 January, 1985. The study was designed to encom

pass both the formal and informal credit systems.

The objectives vjere to:

1) describe the structure Oi" Ibc; iLnform^l credit system

2) determine the uses of formal and informal credit

3) evaluate the costs of informal credit.

Thirty households in each of the five study villages (150 house

holds in total) v.'ere interviev;ed during a period of 9 months coinci

ding with the agricultural season. At the start of the survey, all

households' were asked to provide data on their current borrowing and

lending position. They were also intervtewed regarding their percep

tions as to their access to agricultural credit in the informal sector,

and their use of formal credit.

In the months that followed, the evolution of the informal credit

transactions of each household was monitored. Beginning in May, the

credit interviev;s were combined vjith the monthly stocks and transactions

questionnaire. This approach proved to be satisfactory for several

reasons. The stocks and transactions interviews .provided a natural

starting point for the credit interviev/s, due to the importance of grain

in household economies. The combined interviews resulted in a reduction

in.emphasis on credit per se and provided a better environment • within

which to discuss -the sensitive issue of credit. Consideration of credit

transactions also improved the quality of the stocks and transactions

data collected.

The credit data include information on loans outstanding at the tin.:

the interviewing was initiated, as well as all those loans which took

place during the study period. Services provided on credit and credit

purchases of non-cereal commodities are not included. Prevailing market

crices were used to determine the value of in-kind lending and borrov.'ing.
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Tnforr.al credit.

rErnier Lending. • .

V.'ithin the infor.:nal credit system, farmers act as both lenders ^nd

borrovrers. Table 17 provides a breakdown of the incidence of informal

credit in each of .the five villages studied. The proportion of households

involved in lending varied vjidc-3y across villages, ranging from a high

of 73 percent in Poedogo to a lov: of-^0 percent in Iledogo and Eancassie.

Except for Poedogo,' the villages located on the Central Plateau shov;ed

a lower incidence of lending by farmers.

Table 17 also presents the average value of all loans extended, but

due to the 'large variation in value, no definitive conclusions are possible.

Loan size can vary over a v:ide range. In this data set values of loans

extended ranged from -100-to 100,000 CFA.

On the borrov.'ing side the situation was similar. Approximately

equal proportions of households borrowed during the study as lent. The

grain surplus vi^ages (Poedogo, Dissankuy, and Diapangou) shovjed a higher

incidence of borrovjing. This suggests that informal borrovdng may be

used for productive purposes in those villages, a hypothesis to be tested

later on. The mean values for borrowing shov^ the same large variation

as those for lending.

In work undertaken previously in the Eastern ORD, Tapsoba (1981)

found that farmers reported far greater numbers of loans extended than

loans received. He postulated that shame related to borrowing may have
*•

been responsible for this discrepancy.

In terms of loan value, lending was in balance with borrowing in

Dissankuy (Table 17). ..In^Nedogo, Bangasse, Poedogo and Diapangou, the

total value of lending, exceeded the value of borrowing .by a ratio of 1.6,

2.1, 1.8 and 3.6. respectively. The value for Diapangou, located in the

Eastern ORD, conipares favorably vjith the 3.9 observed by Tapsoba, and is

partly attributable to the presence of two farmer-traders in the sample.

These households v;ere responsible for a large share of the value of loans

extended, but borrovied very little themselves. In addition, the Diapangou

sample v;as cor;posed entirely of anirtjal traction households who might be

expected to participate to a greater extent in lending activity. Indeed,



Table ^7 . Incidonce of i:. fo:'i..al credit {•j village.''

Village

Lendin s Borrowing
Lcndin{3-

Percent of •

Sample House
holds

Average

Value of

Loan

Percent

of

sample

Average

Value

of .Loan

Eoi'-rovjirig

Rstio

CFA CFA

!!edogo ^0.0

(^,56^)
26^

A3.3

13

3,650
(3,0^1)

2^

1.6

Bangasse ^0.0

12

6,710
(20,^A6)

22

36.7

11

3,916
(2,76t)

18

2.1

Poedogo 73.3

22

^,3^3
(6,251)

127^

66.7

20

5,589^
(9,865)

5^

1.8

Dissankuy 63.3

19

5,738
(8,162)

65

56.7

17

10,689
(33,030)

35

1.0

Diapangou 70.0

21

16,975
(23,361)

106

66.7

20

13,92^
(22,210)

36

3.6

^Includes credit outstanding at the beginning of the study.
^Standard deviation of the mean.

Number of households.

^Number of observations.
^Excludes two borrowings for a total value of 3,300,000 CFA.
^One observation missing.
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lapsoba (19&I) found that animal traction households in the Eastern Ol'.D

lent more than non-traction houi^ehold^j but borrowed less.

In Bangasse, the ratio of lending to borrov.'ing is influenced con

siderably by one loan for 100,000 CFA extended in 1982. The presence

of this one- large l^an, for v;hich no reimbursements have been made, may

indicate a reluctance on the part of farmers to drop loans from their

portfolios. This' could help to explain the discrepancy betvjeen borro-

v:ing and lending. Indeed, the lending/borrov;ing ratio in Bangasse crops

from 1.6 to" 0.68 v?hen this loan is excluded, and pre-198A loans accounted

for 16% of the value of loans extended.

Beneficiaries of Farmer Lending.

In order to assess the relative importance of informal lending to

various sectors in the' rural economy, several beneficiary/lender, cate

gories vrere developed. These included village groups, household and

family members and traders.

Table 18 presents a breakdown by beneficiary of the total value of

loans extended during the study and outstanding at the start of the agri

cultural season. In Dissankuy and Diapangou, persons in the village

(other than members of the lender's household or extended family, or tra

ders) received the largest proportion of loan funds extended by farmers,

accounting for 60 percent and A6 percent of the total, respectively. At

Bangasse, one loan \-ias made to a trader outside the village. This credit

represented 68 percent of the loan funds extended by Bangasse farmers.

Vlhen this loan is removed, other persons in the village accounted for ^6

percent of the total, while family and household members toge.ther received

28 percent of-loan funds.

In Diapangou, the proportion of loans extended to traders was influen

ced by the inclusion in the sample of two large farmer traders. These

two households were responsible for a large share of funds lent, including

the entire amount lent to traders. Their lending to "other persons in

the village" V7as important; it comprised A2 percent of the value of their

combined lending.

Household and family members are important in Poedogo and in Nedogo

as beneficiaries of farmer lending. These two categories received 21 per

cent and 29 percent respectively of funds lent by farmers.



Table 10. Beneficiaries of-Zcfarmer lending by village, April 198A
%

to January
1 «

1985.

Persons Within Village Non-Village

Household' Family^ Village Other _ Other ^ Undeter

Village Member • Member ^ • Groups Persons Traders Traders Persons mined

c

Nedogo 13.6 7.7 18.3 26.3 - 34.2 -

n 6 2 1 8 9

Bangasse A.9 . 5.6 14.8 67-7 6.9 • -

n 2 • 7 8 ; 1 4

Poedogo 12.2 16.'t 22.6 7.6 4 1.0 .3

n 11 n 48 7 47 1

Dissankuy 14.5 59.5 13.4 •12.6 -

n 14 43 1 7

Diapangou .2 ' 9.0 45-9 12.2 13.0 19-2 .6

n 2 17 68 3 2 '3 1

Includes loans outstanding at the beginning of the study.
)

"Extended .fainlly.

^Includes all those not previously mentioned in village except traders,
'includos all those outsid'e village except traders.

'Percentages do not sum to 100 due to rounding.
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Persons outside the villace "(excluding traders) were an important

beneficiary group in Nedogo and Poedogo. Ir. the foriHsr village, this

group received 3^ percent of the total ar'iount lent. These recipients

were persons residing in other villages located from 5-90 km from the

lenders." Non-traders outside the village ^eceived percent of the

total value of lending by Poedogo farmers. Host of these recipients vjere

located vjithin 25 km of the fan;ier-lcndc.rs. although one beneficiary of

a large loan (50^000 CFA) v:as located in Abidjan.

In suTTimary, the data indicated that farmer lenders provide loan

funds most often to beneficiaries either in or near their villages.

Traders did not comprise a significant beneficiary group for farmer-

extended loans.

Sources of Farmer Borrov;ing.

If the majority of farmer lending takes place among villagers, what

can be said about'the sources of loan funds for farmer investments?

Table 19 shov:s the proportions of loan funds provided by different lender

categories. Although results varied from village to village, some gene

ralizations can be m.ade.

In Nedogo and Eangasse, household and family members together

provided the largest proportion of funds for farmer investments. Family

members were also important sources of borrowing in Diapangou and

Dissankuy.

Village groups have been established as farmer organizations for

extension and self-help purposes. These group's are involved in the

administration of cereal banks and formal credit programs. Other

activities may include the provision of informal credit. In Wedogo,for

example, a village group provided 20 percent of the total amount of

borrowed funds. These credits, however, represented loans made to only

one household (the traditional chief) between 1979 snd 1983. In 198A,

no loans v:ere received from village groups in Nedogo. In both Bangasse

and Diapangou, one loan was provided by a village group in 198A and 1981

respectively. In Diapangou the loan vjas received by a large grain

trader. In Poedogo, the village group was active in making in-kind loans

during the hungry period.



Table 19. Sdurcc oT informal farmer borrowing by villa/xc^ April 198'j to January 1935-

Village

Persons Within Village

Household Family Village Other ^
Member Member Groups Persons Traders •

(Percent of Total Value)

Non-Village

Other • ^
Traders Persons

Undeter

mined

Medogo 21.1 37.8 20.3 16.3 - - ^.6 -

n 7 6 3 6 2

lianguscjo 11.^ 39.0 10.6 18.A T- - 20.6 -

n 3 7 1 it 3

Poedogo 10. 1 - 8.3 30.6 10.8 7,/i'^ 3^.5 .3

n 9 15 15 5 3 6 1

Dissankuy _ 28.9 - 6.3 .5 58.7 5-6 -

n 16 9 1 5 i\

Diapangou 2.0 32.1'' 12.0 13.6 6.3 9.2 -

n 2 1A 1 10 5 1 3

Includes lo.ans outstanding at the beginning of the study.

"Extended family.

Includes all those not previously mentioned in village except traders.

^Includes all those outside village except traders.
5
Percentages do not sum to 100 due to rounding.

Excludes two loans for a total value of 3,300,000 CFA.
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In Dissanliuy and Diapangou, traders outside the village vjcre an

important source of loan funds, providing respectively 59 percent and

25 percent of the total value of loans receded. In Dissankuy, one

large loan received from a trader outside the village represented 53

percent of the "total borrov.'ed in that village.

In Poedogo, •traders in the village provided 11 percent of the in

formal loan funds .received, v.'hile traders outside of the village vjere

responsible for providing seven percent of the borrov:ed funds. The.

proportion of borrov.'ed funds provided by traders in Poedogo v;as less

than at Dissankuy and Diapangou. It should be noted that one farm

operator in Poedogo received a total of 3,300,000 CFA from a Ouaga

dougou trader for the purchase of a tractor and associated iraplenents.

This credit v:as not- included in table values and descriptive statistics

because of it's unusual size and use. The borrower v.'as a very large,

v.'ealthy and influential farm operator. Borrowing of this magnitude

underscores the importance of traders in the wealthier villages, and

gives an indication of potential funds available for agriculture in the

informal system.

The Poedogo data also points to the importance of labor employed

outside of Burkina on the village economy. VJorkers employed in Abidjan,

but related to the borrov/er, accounted for 30 percent of the total value

of loans received. This proportion is comparable to that provided by

"other persons" in Poedogo.

In the informal credit system, traders vjere.more important as sour

ces of borrov/ed funds than as beneficiaries of farmer lending. This is

not surprising given traders' greater access to cash generating activi-r

ties. Traders were active as lenders only in the grain surplus villages.

Except in Poedogo, credit received from traders were larger on average

than those provided by other sources {Table 20).

Traders often hire individuals to act as agents for them in the pur

chase of cereals. Farmers may not consider those agents as traders per

se. In situations where these agents practice advance sales (with reim-

burser.ent of cereal grain at harvest), the influence of traders in pro

viding credit could have been under-estimated. No information v.'as avai

lable from the sample concerning the extent of credit provided by buying
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Table 20. I-jean VE-lue of infornial borrovanc by source of borrowed funcs.

'Village

lledogo

n

Bangasse
n

Poedogo^
n

Dissankuy
n

Diapangou
n

Traders

6,859
8

36,917
6

25,083
6

Source

CFA

Non-Traders

3,650
2k

3,916
18

5,A65
A5

5,262

29

11,^92
30

SS2

^One observation riissing.
and indicate a level of significance of .10 and .05 respectively
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agents. Their role could have been important in Poedogo which is near

Manga, an active grain market.

Use of Borrovjed Funds.

One of the primary objectives of the FSU credit study was to deter

mine the degree to .v;hich informal credit was being used for agricultural

investments. Tapsoba (1981) found that for the Eastern ORD the major

function of the informal credit syster. v.-as to provide loans for social

obligations, household food consumption and trade, Sav:adogo (1979) o.b-

served that informal sources v;ere sometimes used for credit sales of

agricultural dnputs in the Kaya region. The FSU credit study addressed

the issue of informal credit use over a vdder geographical area, as well

as over a greater number of agroclimatic zones.

Table 21 presents the uses to which informal borrowing was put by

farmers in the FSU study villages. Only in Poedogo did agricultural uses

represent a significant share of total borrov;ed funds, accounting for 21

percent of the total value of loans received. The provision of draft ani

mals accounted for percent of the loan funds borrowed in Poedogo. In

Dissankuy, 15 percent of borrowed funds were used for investment in draft

animals. Three percent of borrowed funds were used for animal traction

equipment both in Poedogo and Diapangou. Informal agricultural credit

v/as also used in Poedogo for seeds, tools and expenses related to communal

farm labor. In Nedogo credit was used to obtain seeds.

It should be pointed out that services provided on credit are not in

cluded in the data because of the difficulty in estimating the value of

the service had it been purchased in cash. Cash borrowing for purchases

of services is included. In Dissankuy, there were eight instances of agri

cultural services provided on credit. These borrowings were most often

in the form of rental fees paid on credit for the use of cotton insecti

cide sprayers. At Dissankuy, this type of loan showed up in farmer len

ding as well, as did lending for ridging services. Credit rental of agri

cultural services was minor in the other villages (one credit rental in

Poedogo and one credit rental in Diapangou).

Use of borrowed funds for household food consumption was greatest in

Bangasse, the village which shovjed the highest net cereal purchases per

capita (Fig. 8). Wine of the 11 borrowing households cited food consump-



Table -21. Use of informal farmer borrowing by village, April 1984 to January 1985.^

Village

Mi^clogo
n

BangasGS

n

Poedogo
n

Dissankuy
n

Diapangou
n

Agricultural Won Agricultural

Animal

Draft Traction Household Food Bride
Animals Equioment Livestock Other Consumption< Commerce Price

Family
Obliga
tions Other

1A.4

2

14 .7
2

3.3

1

3.0

1

— Percent of Total Value

1.7
1

2.2

1

3.5'

5

24.8

6

65.2
14

9.4

17

17.5
16

31.3

4

3.4

2

40.3

11

34.6

9

16.3

3

18.8

3 •

34.5,
0

no.

17.7

2

2.8

1

6.3

1

16.2

. 12

6.7
5

.5
1

53.5
1

13.8

15

7.5
1

2.9
3

19.0*

17

^Includes loans outstanding at the beginning of the study.
^Percentages do not sura to 100 due to rounding.
^Two loans vjere recorded for a total of 3,300,000 CFA for the purchase of a tractor and implements.

These loans have been excluded.

f' •



tion as the reason for at least one credit. Food consumption repre

sented an important use of borrowed funds in Dispangou (31 percent of

total loans'receive'd), but only four of the 21 households vjho borro-

vjed did so for food needs. The presence of one food consumption loan

for 125, 000 CFA greatly inflates the proportion of borrowed funds used

for food consumption. When this loan is removed from the sample, use

of borrov.'ed funds for household food consuir.ption drops to only six per

cent of the total, borrovjed in Diapangou.

In Wedogo, 25 percent of the total borrov/ing vjas cited as being for

food consumption purposes. It should be pointed out, hovjever, that of

the two households v/ho identified household food consumption as their

principle reason for borrowing, credits to one accounted for 95 percent

of the total value of the food consumption borrowing, and roughly half

of this V7as from pre-198A loans. Borrowing for food consumption purpo

ses was therefore not as important in Nedogo as the data might initial

ly indicate.

Commerce v/as an important use to which borrowed funds were put; in

Diapangou and Poedogo, 35 percent and 40 percent of the total value of

farmer borrov7ing was used for this purpose. In Poedogo, eight of 11

loans received for commerce viere contracted for in September as in-kind

loans for millet and rice. This is the time v/hen cereal prices are the

highest (Sherman, 198A) and when the largest number of net sales per

capita were registered in Poedogo (Fig. 10). These in-kind credits re

presented 25 percent of the total utilized ^'or trade.

In kind loans for commerce of non-cereal commodities (tobacco and

cola nuts are not included in the data presented because of the inabili

ty to "determine the value of the commodity had it been purchased in cash.

Borrovjing of this type was only observed in Poedogo (four observations).

One household held three loans and reimbursed a total of 285,500 CFA for

tobacco purchased on credit. The other household had one borrowing for

cola nuts and reimbursed 2,000 CFA.

In Nedogo, rangasse and Poedogo, family obligations accounted for

niore than 15 percent of borrowed funds. In Dissankuy, one large loan for

family obligaticr.s accounted for 5A percent of the total amount borro\:ed.

In Nedogo, the category "other" was important. Cash borrowing for the



pLJPchase of such things as cola nuts, tobacco and a tire for a cart

wore included here.

Purchases on credit 'of consumption goods were not widespread.

In Poedogo, three minor transactions for sales on credit of batteries

(200 CFA reimbursed), a sewing machine (2,000 CFA reimbursed) and thread

v.'ere observed. In Dissankuy, bicycle repairs were provided on credit in

one case (1,000 CFA reimburced) and dole v;as purchased once on credit.

In summary, the results of the study support the conclusion that

informal credit is mainly used for non-agricultural purposes in all

villages studied. Food needs, family obligations and commerce all are

important uses to which borrov^ed funds are put. V'hen informal credit

was used for agricultural purposes, it was most likely to be used for

animal traction.

Farmers' Perceptions.

One of the objectives of this study 'was to assess farmers' percep

tions of the availability of informal loan funds for agricultural uses.

For three levels of agricultural borrovang, farmers were asked to indi

cate vjhether the amount in question would be available to them from an

informal credit source. The results are presented in Table 22.

Except in Bangasse, large majorities in each village felt that they

vjould be able to borrow 5,000 CFA for use in their farm enterprise. As

would be expected, v:hen the amount increases from 5,000 to 50,000 CFA,

fewer farmers felt they v;ould be able to procure funds in the informal

credit system. V.'ith the exception of Diapangou, "vJhen borrowing levels

reached 100,000 CFA, less then 15 percent of farmers interviewed felt

they v/ould be able to secure loans of this magnitude outside of formal •

lending institutions.

Those farmers who felt that a given amount v;as available were asked

to indicate the source from v:hich they would be able to borrow the sum

in question. At the 5,000 CFA level, family members represented a major

perceived source of informal loan funds for all villages except Poedogo.

Farmers in PoedogD cited "other persons in the village" most often. This

category was also important in Nedogo. Traders, especially those outside

the village, were cited relatively more frequently as the loan amount in

creased. In general, at all levels of borrov/ing, relatives constituted
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Table 22. Farmers' perceptions of availability of informal loan
funds for agricultural uses, percent of sample consi
dering a-iiount available.

Village

Nedogo

n1 = 30

Bangasse

n = 27

Poedogo
n = 30

•Dissankuy
n = 30

Diapangou
n = 30

5,000

63.3

60.0

93.3

100.0

96.7

Number of households.

- *4

Amount in CFA

50,000

Pc-rcent

AC. 7

23.3

36.7

37.0

70.0

100,000

10.0

3.3

13.3

1A.8

40.0



an inportant perceived source of agricultural loan funds.

Farn;ers* perceptions of available sources of loan funds are gene

rally in agreement with observed borrov.'ing behavior; Table 19 shov:s

that family members and traders were important sources of funds for

outstanding loans. Poedogo, was an exception. Compared to the levels

of agricultural borrowing observed in the saniple, farniers seem overly

optimistic con-erning the availability of loan funds for this purpose.

Their perception that larger loans are most likely to be obtained from

traders, seems justified based on the mean value of loans received from

this source (Table 20).

Cost of Capital.

The cost of capital is an important variable to be considered in

the evaluation of t.he credit options available to farmers. In the in

formal system, interest payments can take several forms. They may be

explicit, where the value of the reimbursement made exceeds the value of

the principle, or implicit. In the latter case the exchange of a good or

service at some time curing the term of the loan may represent the in

terest payment. In the rural economy, the mutual exchange of goods and

services is an every day occurrence. It is difficult to determine if the

exchange is vjiiolly or partly dependent on the credit relationship which

exists betvjeen the two parties. Even when the exchange of a good or

• service can be determined to have occurred, quantifying the value of the

exchange is almost impossible, given the small degree to which village

markets are monetized. It is clear that the provision of credit cannot

be separated from the mutually beneficial social relationships and obli

gations, including status and prestige, which exist in the village setting.

During the study period, data from the 150 households was collected

on 5U credit transactions. This figure includes cash and in-kind loans

both received and extended. It takes into account all credits outstanding

at the beginning of the study in April 198A as v;ell as those extended

during the 198^-35 agricultural season. Credit transactions for services

and credit sales of other than cereal grains v.'ere excluded.

As part of the monthly stocks and transactions questionnaire, each

farmer vjas asked to provide information on his cash and in-kind reimbur

sements. During the nine month period of the study, 145 loans extended

and 90 loans received had been reimbursed. These constitute the data set to be
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used in analyzing the cost of capital in the informal sector.

Calculating interest rates for informal credit is complicated.

In the case' of in-kind credits and/or reimbursements, values must

be calculated for the loans and repayments. In all cases, prevailing

market prices v.*ere used to determine credit amounts and repayment

values. In M cases the quantity of cereal grain reimbursed equaled

the amount lent or. borro'..'cd. In these-* cases, interest rates could only

be determined v;here the prevailing msrket price of the commodity was

higher at the time of repayment. This method does not allow estimation

of interest rates in cases v:here lenders store grain and sell later when

prices are higher.

In many instances, loans reimbursed did not carry explicit interest

rates. Of the 1A5 '-loans extended and reimbursed, 58 were interest bea

ring (40 percent). Of the 90 loans received and reimbursed, 17 required

interest payments (19 percent). This finding is consistent with Tapsoba's

(1981) observation that most informal credit is for mutual assistance.

He divided the informal credit system into two parts, the noncommercial

segment, in which no-interest credit transactions are the norm, and the

commercial segment.

Table 23 presents mean annual interest rates for short term informal

lending and borrovjing across villages. Short, term was defined as credits

vjhose terms were 12 months or less. Interest was calculated using the

straight line formula. The mean annual interest rate on farmer extended

loans vjas 245 percent. Farmers paid on average 230 percent per year for

loans that they received. Mean interest rates on farmer lending and bor--

rowing were not significantly different at the 0.20 probability level.

Although these interest rates are high, there was considerable varia

tion in the observations. Annual interest on lending ranged from 0.6

percent to a naxinun of 660 percent. The annual interest rate paid on

farmer borrov.'ing varied from a low of 33 percent to a high of 720 percent.

Interest rates must be interpreted in light of several factors. The

opportunity cost of capital and delinquency rate must be taken into account,

Lenders vjho are active in the commercial sector may also be lending in the

noncommercial sector with no interest (i.e. negative real interest rates).
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xable 23. Mean annual interest rates for short term informal credit,
villages combined.

Credit Type Annual Interest Rate

• Percent

Lending

Mean 2/i5.3

SD 237.3

n AO

Borrovjing

Mean 229.9 NS

SD 191.2

n 16 •
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The two traders in the Diapangou sample, provide an example. Of -tffe
20 loans extended {and reimbursed) bore interest. The principle

value of the interest bearing loans represented A9 percent of the value

of the ..total princ;^ple lent. Tapsoba (1981) found similar examples.
• • Less data was available on medium terra (one to five years) credit,

-ft' Four-' and five-year loans v:ere included in the medium term data in

order to increase the sample size. Only one medium term credit was re

corded in the data on informal borrowing. The analysis includes only

those medium term credits observed on the lending side, a total of 17

(one observation vjas eliminated because the term was twice as long as

that of the longest loan).

The mean annual interest rate for medium term lending was 11 per

cent. The observed interest rates ranged from a minimum of 0.60 percent

to a maximum of 60 percent. Tapsoba (1981) considered loans not repaid

after 6 months to be delinquent. The medium term borrowing observed may

therefore represent paym'ents on delinquent short term credit.

Formal Credit.

On the national level, most formal agricultural credit is adminis

tered by the regional ORD. Financing is provided by the Caisse Nationale

de Credit Agricole (CNCA) and outside sources. In the. cotton producing

areas, SOFITEX is important in the credit market. In irrigated areas,

various institutions provide funding for agricultural production. Non

governmental . organizations also administer credit programs.

Funds are lent to farmers through the mechanism of village groups.

Responsibility for loans is therefore collective. In order to obtain a

loan, a farmer must be a member of this local -village group, ^d must have

his application approved by this body.

Membership in an ORD-sponsored village group requires the purchase

of a membership card and participation in group activities. In some •

cases, payment of periodic dues may be required. Membershiro fees vary

according to the activities of each group, in the villages studied they

ranged from 500 to 2,500 CFA. These fees constitute a pool of capital

which can be made available through informal loans. Group members may

also engage in activities such as farming a common field or making bricks.

.../,
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Donation of grain to a common granary may also be required. This grain

may then be available for lending. The degree to which economic and

social factors constitute barriers to entry into village groups is not

knovm. '

The majority of ORD/CNCA credit is provided for draft animals and

animal traction equipment. Credits typically involve a combination of

cash payments and in-kind loans. In areas where cotton is an important

crop, production inputs are available on credit. The financing is provi

ded by SOFITEX through the local ORD. In some areas, a credit program

exists as part of irrigation projects.

In April 198^, each farmer in the sample was asked to provide a

five year history of his formal borrowing. This history included formal

borrowing from'1979..to 1983. It excluded short terra credit for the 1984-

85 agricultural season.

The proportion of farmers who benefited from formal credit during

the five year period varied vddely from village to village. In Nedogo

and Bangasse, 33 percent and 36 percent of the farmers interviewed had

received a formal loan in the last five years. All of the farmers inter

viewed in Poedogo had received formal loans. In Dissankuy and Diapangou,

90 percent and 73 percent of the sample farmers respectively had^ received

formal credit during the 1979-83 period.

The. distribution of formal credit among the villages was also varia

ble. Nedogo and Bangasse, each received less.than seven percent of the
••V

total lent in all villages during the five year period. Poedogo received

20 percent of total funds disbursed, while Dissankuy and Diapangou recei

ved 37 percent and 3^ percent, respectively (Table 24).

Table 24 underscores the importance of animal traction credit within

the formal system. In Nedogo, Poedogo and Diapangou, virtually all loans

granted during the five year period were used for animal traction (defi

ned as draft anirals and animal powered equipment, including carts). In

contrast, 62 percent of the formal credit granted .from 1979-83 to farmers

in Dissankuy was used for the purchase of production inputs. These inclu

ded fertilizer, agricultural chemicals, seeds, sprayers, and other agri

cultural inputs. This short term credit was disbursed on a regular basis;
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Table 2k. Distribution and use

1979 to 1983.

of formal credit by village,

Use

Village
Total in

All Villages
Animal

Traction

Production

Inputs

(Percent)^

Hedogo
n

5.30 100.00

11

Bangasse
n

2.58 - 100.00

26

Poedogo
n

19.85 100.00

35

-

Dissankuy
n

•,.37.25 38.10

8

61.90
112

Diapangou
n

3A.03 99.96
26

.04

1

Draft animals and associated equipment (carts, ploughs, seeders, etc.)

'Fertilizers, agricultural chemicals, seeds etc.

Percentages do not sura to 100 due to rounding.
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73 percent of the farmers Veceived these production loans in four of

the five years. The regular nature of these loans accounts for the

high proportion of total loan funds disbursed in Dissankuy.

In Bangasse, where few farmers utilize animal traction, all of the

formal credit was for production inputs. This credit was'utilized, in

almost all cases, for the production of irrigated rice and green beans.

These loans, hovjever, were not of substantial size. Bangasse accounted

for only 3 percent of the total value of formal borrowing in the villages

over the five year period.

In summary, within the informal credit system, farmers act as both

lenders and borrowers. Beneficiaries of farmer lending are likely to be

located in or near the same village. Village sources are also important

in the provision of borrowed funds.

Traders both in the village and outside were seen as an important

source of credit in the three grain surplus villages. In two villages,

traders provided larger loans on average than non-traders. Traders were

not an important source of loan funds for agricultural uses.

Much informal borrowing is non-commercial in nature and involves

mutual assistance among villagers. Forty percent of the total number

of loans extended and reimbursed had explicit interest charges. Only

19 percent of reimbursed farmer borrowing required explicit interest

payments. - The mutual exchange of goods and services between borrower

and lender undoubtedly occurs. In the commercial sector of the informal

system the cost of capital varies widely and may be high. Mean annual

interest rates of 230 percent and 2A5 percent were observed for farmer

borrowing and lending respectively (Table 23). Most interest-bearing

loans were short term. • -i'

Although formal credit is available in all the study sites, it is

concentrated in the grain surplus villages (Table 24) and is used main

ly for the provision of animal traction equipment. Very little informal
borrowing occurred for agricultural purposes in the sample villages

(Table 20). The low level of informal agricultural borrowing is consis

tent with results from the Eastern ORD (Tapsoba, 1980; Tapsoba, 1981).
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When infornal credit was used for agriculture, it was most

likely to be used for animal traction. This may indicate the rela

tive attractiveness of animal traction technologies over more input-

inteTisive techniques. If farmers' demand for intensification tech

nologies increases, informal credit sources could provide funds for

investment. Once effective demand for intensification techniques

has been established, formal credit is one policy tool available to

influence the investment climate within which farmers operate.
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B. Land Tenure.

The objective of the land tenure survey was to undertake a prelimi

nary analysis of land tenure arrangements and the possible implications
that the existing arrangements may have for technology adoption. The

survey was done in two phases. The first phase constituted a question
naire given to the farmers in the socio-economic group in each village.
Farmers were asked to specify how they obtained the right to farm their

present land holdings and specify if the tenure arrangements were of a
borrowed or non-borrowed nature. VJhen land was borrowed, farmers were

asked about.the contractual arrangements. They were asked about the

duration that the land was borrowed for and the rental costs. Farmers

who lent land v/ere asked if they had taken back any rented land and the

reasons for their action. Information was taken on each of the farmers

fields and the area of each field was measured. A brief history of the

village settlement patterns was also obtained.

The second phase of the analysis involved asking farmers specific

questions about the relationship betvjeen tenure arrangements and techno

logy adoption (Goold, 1985). The questionnaire was carried out by

Elizabeth Goold, a student in the School of Development Studies, Univer

sity of East Anglia. The questionnaire was conducted in Nedogo and
Diapangou. The two villages were chosen because of their differences in

• .ethnicorigin and land availability. • Nedogo is primarily Mossi and is a

land deficit village while Diapangou is Gourmantche and is a land surplus

village.

Access to land in terms of the security of tenure may be important

• when farmers are deciding to adopt intensive agricultural technologies

and farm management practices. Tied ridges, fertilizer and mulch increase

the quality of land and make the land more productive. The services pro

vided by these technologies are not fully depreciated at the end of each

year and there is a carryover effect in the years to come. Thus farmers
may not invest in these technologies if they do not know whether they
will be farming the same land in the next agricultural season. They will

not be able to capture the full return on their investment. This argument

also holds for investments in fruit trees, wind breaks and live fences.

.../
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From the data gathered froni the first phase of the survey, it is

not possible to show that security of tenure is directly related to the

level of technology adoption and farm management practices of farmers.

However, 'Whaf can be shown is the proportion of land under various levels

of security of tenure. Thus if a large proportion of land in the vil

lage has security of tenure meaning that the farmer knovjs the land is

his to farm in his.life-tirne, land tenure then would not constitute a

major constraint to technology adoption.

Four tenure categories delineated by their security of tenure were

formed from the survey data (Table 25). Category I land includes all

non-borrowed land of the household that has been passed down from parents,

immediate family, members of the menage, extended family and friends.

These lands are inherited" along with the rights to control the land. Ca

tegory II includes all land that is borrowed from parents, the immediate

family and members of the menage. Although classified as borrovjed, the

land tenure arrangement is looked upon as a definite gift. The land had

no acquisition.cost, no specified future date for its return and the bor

rower does not have to pay a rental fee at the end of the year. Category

III includes all land that has been borrowed from, friends and relatives

other than parents or direct family members. Category IV includes all

land obtained from the chief de terre or chief de village. A rental fee

due at the end of the agricultural season is usually associated with the

land in categories. Ill and IV.

The non-borrowed land in category I and the borrowed land from pa

rents and the immediate family in category II comprise the highest secu

rity of land tenure. The land in these-two categories reflect future

long term usage by the farmers who presently farm the land. The securi

ty of land tenure in categories III and IV is less than that of categories

I and II. The possibility exists that the land can be taken away from

farmers who farm category III and IV land.

The percentage of land area in categories I and II <Table 25) for

Nedogo, Bangasse, Poedogo and Diapangou is 79.69.8, 90.9 and 88.7

respectively. This indicates that a large portion of the land in each of

the four villages has a high security of tenure. The Bangasse figure of

69.8 is lower than the other three villages. However, about one-half of
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Table 25. Percentage of Cultivated Land Area by Tenure Category, 198^.

Tenure

Category

Nedogo Bangasse Poedogo ' Dissankuy Diapangou

Percentage of land area

I 5^1.0 62.8 6A.8 19.3 81.8

II • 25.A 7.0 26.1 0.0 6.9

III 17.6 15.7 2.6 35.0 11.3

IV 3.0 • 1A.5 6.5 A5.7 0.0

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Category I includes non-borrowed land that has been passed down from
parents, immediate family, members of the-menage, extended family and
friends. .Category II includes land that has been borrowed from parents
or immediate family. Category III includes land that has been borro
wed from members of the menage, friends and relations other than parents
or direct family members. Category IV includes land obtained through
the chief de terre or chief de village.
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the borrowed land (categories. Ill and IV) is not subject to a rental fee

and is borrowed for an indefinite time period. The security of tenure

for this land is thus closer to that in categories I and II. In Dissan-

kuy, 80,7 percent of-the. land is in the less secure tenure categories

III and IV.' However, the insecurity of land tenure is not as great in

Dissankuy as is indicated by the 80.7 percent figure. In Dissankuy TOO

percent of the farmers who cultivate borrowed land grow cotton and 100

percent of these farmers use fertilizer on all their cotton fields.

Thus farmers who borrow land are willing to invest in fertilization.

Part of the work of the second phase of the analysis was a questionaire

on farmers' responses to several suggested agricultural improvements

(Goold, 1985). The household heads were asked whether they would autho

rize various improvements on land that had been borrowed from him by a

farmer who was not of the household head's clan (immediate and extended

family).

The responses are given in Table 26 for Nedogo and Diapangou for

seven agricultural improvements. The first four improvements relate to

the planting of trees. In Nedogo, there was a close to even split by

the 15 respondents. In Diapangou, the majority answered 'No' to the autho

rization of growing fruit trees and trees for firewood and 'Yes* to the

authorization of growing windbreaks and living fences. The growing of

trees, especially fruit trees and trees for firewood represents a symbol

of ownership to many farmers. Thus a farmer who grows trees on borrowed

land may lose the right to cultivate it because "the owner may view it as

a bid to take over the full property rights. The majority of household

tiSads in both Nedogo and Diapangou' respbiTded that they would authorize
animal enclosures, anti-errosion ditches and volta phosphate use.

The questionnaire was conducted from the viewpoint of the lender of

the land. The answers may have been different if the questionnaire was

conducted from the viewpoint of the borrower. The seven improvements

enhance the qualities of the land, and may increase the probability of

the lender taking it back. The responses of the lenders as given in

Table 23 do, however, provide some information about tenure relationships.

While tenure arrangements for borrowed land vary among villages,

there are similarities. Most of the land in the borrowed categories do
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Table 26. Land lenders

to carry out
v.'ho would allow a non-

land improvements .1
'Kinsman land borrower

Land
Nedogo Diapangou

Improvenients '
Yes No Yes No

Fruit trees 7 8 5 10

Trees for firevjood' 7 8 h 11

Windbreaks 8 7 9 6-

Living fences 8 7 12 3

Animal enclosures 1 1

p
Anti-errosion ditches 1 14 1

Volta phosphate 15 - 15 -

From Goold, 1985-

'Includes diguettes and tied ridges.
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not have a specified date at which they must be returned. For the bor

rowed land of indeterminate loan period that is subject to a rental

charge, the-rental fee is usually one tine (18-20 kgs) of sorghum or
millet once a year. In Dissankuy where the land is more productive,

the rental fee is usually two tines and in some cases three. Crops like

peanuts and maize are at times also used- Goats and poultry are also
used as are labor services but these are not common.

There are a few fields that are borrowed seasonally. One 0.72 hec

tare field in Nedogo used, to grow peanuts is borrowed a year at a time.

Two fields com.prising 0.1 A hectares in total were borrowed seasonally in

Bangasse at a rental fee of 2750 CFA each. The fields were used for rice
and green bean production in irrigation projects near Bangasse. Four

-fields in Diapangou. for a total of 0.65A hectares were borrowed seasonally.

Three fields were used to grow peanuts and one field was used to grow

millet.

Another indicator of the security of tenure is the degree to v:hich

borrowed land is taken back and the circumstances under which it is taken

back. Farmers were asked if any borrowed land had been taken back by the

owner within the last five years. In Nedogo only two fields were taken

back. The reason given by one farmer was that he needed the land for his

son. The other field was taken away because the borrower increased the

size of the original cultivated area of the field without the lender *s

permisson'. This was viewed by the lender as a move on the part of the
borrower to claim the land. In Bangasse, four fields were taken back from

the borrowers. Three fields were taken back because the lenders needed

them for themselves and their .family. The other field was taken back

because the lender thought the borrower was trying to claim the land. In

Poedogo, eight fields were taken- back, seven because the owner needed it

for his o^-m production and one because the borrov?er was cutting dovm the

trees. In Dissankuy, one field was taken back because the lender-needed

it and two were taken back because the borrower did not pay the rental fee

at the end of the year. Diapangou did not register any land that had been

taken back in the last five years.

The amount of borrowed land taken back over the last five years repre-

' sents a small percentage of the total borrowed land. However, it is
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evident that borrowed land can be taken back when the lender has a need

for it or feels his claim is threatened or when the rental fee is not

paid. "• .

In surmnary, in four of the villages, the majority of the land has a

high security of tenure at this point in time. Thus in villages like

these, the present land tenure system should not prevent the adoption

of intensive technplogieE on a wide basis because of the insecurity of

tenure. There may hov;ever be problems with the adoption of some types

of technology on the less secure borrowed land.

Although a small amount of land has been taken back by the lenders

in each village over the last five years, it is evident that borrowed

land can be taken back. The responses of lenders to several suggested

agricultural improvements indicated that borrowed land would be taken

back if the borrovjer planted fruit trees or trees for firewood. Plan

ting trees for wind breaks and live fences would be tolerated more.

Lenders saw no problem in authorizing animal enclosures, anti-errosion

ditches or volta phosphate. The Dissankuy experience also indicated

that farmers use fertilizer on borrowed land.

In Burkina Faso, the increasing man-land ratio is causing a change

in the traditional farming system. Land use changes such as shorter

fallow periods, increasing use of marginal land and the ^cultivation of

fields further away from the compound is taking place (ICRISAT, 198A).

Left to itself, the land tenure system will be influenced by the changes

in land use. This is summed up by Vierich (ICRISAT, 198^, P.6).

"These changes in land use patterns are being accompanied by systematic

changes in land tenure, in particular by decreasing importance of usu

fruct'and increasing permanent household control of land. These trends

are complementary to greater willingness to invest in land improvements."

It remains to be seen whether farmers, who cultivate less secure

borrowed land will lose their land use rights or change to a more secure

tenure'status. As the land tenure system ch^ges, it merits monitoring.

Income distribution problems may arise if a disproportionate number of

farmers who borrow land are hesitant to invest in intensive technologies

and management practices. It is incumbent upon policy makers to avoid

creation of institutional constraints in the land tenure system which

limit incentives for the use of more productive agricultural technologies.

v.>
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C . Stocks =and Transactions. j .

Since May 1983, stocks an^transactions data have been collected
. for both cereals and animals. These data help provide a better un

derstanding of the decision making environment within which farm fami

lies operate, and have also been valuable as variables to explain far

mer behavior. ' Farmers reacted positively to the stocks and transactions

interviews. They expressed the feeling that the interviews helped them

to think about their inventories and to plan for future needs. In ad

dition, the stocks and transactions interviews proved valuable for the

collection -of data oh informal credit.

In the 1983 FSU/SAFGRAD annual report, analyses of factors affec

ting grain consumption, net sales and gifts of grain, cash cropping and

risk acceptance were undertaken using stocks and transactions data.

Beginning in December 1983, monthly bulletins have been published showing

aggregate grain flovjs and per capita animal stocks in each of the five

FSU study villages. These bulletins have been well received and distribu

ted widely throughout the research community. They furnish information

on purchases, sales, gifts and consumption of cereal grains.

•Annual Cereal Consumption. Cereal consumption data were recorded for 30

sample households in each of the five study villages. These data v;ere

taken monthly except during March, when the enumerators were participating

in a training program. Data collection resumed in April, and covered the

period from February to March. Cereal consumption was reported in local

units and conversion was made to kg. In addition, the number of" people

residing in the household was recorded.

To estimate the consumption per consumer unit (CU), the proportions

of males and females in various age categories were calculated from census

data taken in April. These fixed proportions were used to determine the

number of consumers in each category from the reported monthly sample popu

lation. Consumer units were then calculated using estimates of consumer

equivalents (Table 27) determined by Matlon (1977). Adjusting the empirical

consumption figures to take into account the relative consumption needs of

different age categories resulted in a more accurate estimation of cereal

.../
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Table 27- Consumer equivalents used to determine consumer units.

.Age Hale Female

Years

0 - A .20 .20

5-9 .50 .50

10 - 15 .75 .70

16 + 1.00 .75

Source: Matlon, Peter J. 1977. "The size distribution, structure, and
determinants of personal income among farmers in the north of Nigeria"
Ph. D. dissertation, Cornell University.
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consumption.

Per capita consumption showed considerable variation among villages,
ranging from a high.of 255 kg/year in Dissankuy to a low of 135 kg/year
in Poedogo (Table 28). Per capita cereal consumption was highest in
those villages not, located on the Central Plateau. A consumption of

135 kg/year per capita in Poedogo seems to be quite low, considering that
this is generally a region of surplus production. The consumption of
grain directly from plants in-field made estimation of consumption during
September and October difficult. The consumption data only take into
account grain consumption. Consumption of cereals in other forms, as

well as a high proportion of non-cereal grain consumption, could explain
the low figure. The former is undoubtedly important in Poedogo, a region
where red sorghum is.grown for dolo production.

Definitive minimum cereal requirements have not been determined for

Burkina Faso. The FAO and USAID utilize a 180 and 192 kg per capita mini

mum requirement, respectively (Kaggblade, 1984; USAID, 1983). Although

no documentation is available, indications are that GOBF is using 190 kg

as a minimum per capita requirement. Except for Dissankuy and Diapangou,

the observed annual per capita consumption figures were below these mini
ma (Table 28). This may reflect reduced stocks as a result of a poor 1983-
84 harvest. It may also be that cereals account for a proportion of calo

ric intake in the study villages different from the proportion used to
calculate the minima.

Estimation of cereal consumption on a consumer unit basis indicated

annual consumption, of cereal grains greater than the FAO, GOBF and USAID
minimum requirements in all villages (Table 28) . The nutrition status in
the study villages may therefore not have been as poor as the per capita
statistics might indicate.

Net Cereal Purchases. One interesting research issue in grain marketing

studies is the question of forced sales. The assumption has been that
farmers are obliged to sell grain at harvest, when the price is the least
attractive, in order to generate cash income for loan repayment or other
uses (Sherman, 1984). Later in the year, as stocks decrease, they are
forced to purchase grain.
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Table 28. Observed annual cereal conifumption (kg) for five villages
December 1983 through November 198^

•

Village Per Capita Per Consumer Unit.

kg

Iledogo 163 237

Bangasse 150 22h

Poedogo 135 202

Dissankuy 255 380

Diapangou 19A 300

Mean 179 269
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To assess the purchase behavior of farmers in FSU villages, net

purchases were calculated on a monthly basis from December 1983 to

November 198A, .As for consumption data, February and March were com

bined into one period. These data represent the aggregate performance

of the households in. each village and the degree to which purchases out

weigh sales or vice versa. To minimize the effect of variations in
household size, the data has been converted to a per capita basis (Figs.

8-10).

In Nedogo, net purchases rose steadily after January (Fig. 8).

Purchases were greater than sales in May, and net purchases reached

their peak in August, just prior to the maize harvest. The data in

Hedogo indicated that for the village as a whole, net purchases are high

est • just prior to-..harvest, when prices are expected to be highest (and
stocks lowest). In 198^, net purchases declined after August.

Farmers in Bangasse (Fig. 8) were selling more grain per capita than

they were purchasing in the two months following the 198A harvest. In
December 1983, however, net purchases were positive and rose to a peak

in June 198A. The 1983 purchase activity may be the result of an unu

sually poor 1983 harvest; of the five villages studied, Bangasse showed

the highest per capita net purchases. These peaked in June, reaching 10

kg per capita. Normally the highest net purchases could be expected to

take place in July and August, just prior to the maize harvest. In 198A,
however, the highest amount of food^ aid was received during the months of

May, June, and July. This undoubtedly influenced net purchases just prior
to harvest.

The data for Diapangou Include only households which were not regu

larly engaged in cereal grain trading. Net purchases (Fig. 9) reached a
peak in June, and declined thereafter, except for a slight increase in
August. Net purchases were declining during the period when prices could
be expected to be highest. Sales in September, October and November 198A
coincide with periods of peak reimbursements on informal borrowing (FSU

credit survey). Sales in January 1983 may have been influenced by the

need to make paiTnents on animal traction loans; 73% of the sample farmers

held loans of this type.
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In Dissaiikuy (Fig. 9)i net sales were highest in September, just

prior to the 198A harvest,- and declined as the harvest approached. In

October, aiid November, purchases outweighed sales. These data suggest

that sales behavior corresponds to periods of relatively favorable

prices. In Dissankuy, grain purchases also seemed to be taking place

at a period when prices were most favorable.

The Poedogo data ,(Fig. 10) show that net purchases increased from

December to February/I-^arch and declined thereafter. September was the

only month where sales were greater than purchases. In 1979 and 1980,

Sherman (1984) showed that prices were highest in September for the

Manga region. During the 1984 post harvest period, purchases were again

greater than sales.

In summary, it- appears that in Nedogo, Bangasse and Diapangou sales

were greater than purchases for the sample as a whole following harvest.

In Dissankuy and Poedogo there is evidence that grain purchases are oc

curring immediately after harvest. In Poedogo, net purchases reached

9 kg per capita.

The data presented here represent aggregations over all sample hou

seholds, and are useful as an indicator of general village behavior.

Analysis on a household to household basis, to further study the deter

minates of individual marketing strategies, is a logical next step.
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D . Adoption of Technologies in FSU Villages

A survey of technology adoption by FSU cooperator farmers-was con

ducted in November and December of 198A in the five FSU villages. The

objectives of the survey were to determine the extent to which FSU co-

operator farmers adopted the technologies of tied ridges, new varie-ties

and fertilizer that FSU vjorks with in the villages, and to identify some

of the key variables that distinguish adopters of the technologies from

non-adoptors.

It raust be made clear that the FSU program is research oriented and

not specifically designed for an extension role. Although FSU research

involves direct interaction and feedback from the farmer cooperators,

any adoption by farmers of the technologies that FSU works with is not

solicited by FSU but-is a welcome externality of the program. The FSU

farmer-managed and researcher-managed trials however do provide a demons

tration effect and add to the programs provided by the local extension

services. V/hen asked -who introduced them to tied ridges, 95 percent of

the farmers said FSU, Across all villages with the exception of Dis-

sankuy, a similar question on fertilizer brought the response that 50

percent of the farmers were introduced to fertilizer by FSU and 50 per

cent by the local ORD,

The survey was conducted by interviewing the FSU farmer cooperators

of the farmer-managed trials and the researcher-managed trials. The far

mers within the farmer-managed trial group also comprise the farmers

that FSU collects socio-economic data from. The socio-economic data made

it possible to analyse some of the key variables that may distinguish

adopters from non-adoptors.

The percentage of farmery adopti;;!^ each of the three 'technologies

on the v:hole is small (Table 29 ) . Table 29 does indicate a demonstration

effect for tied ridges in that the number of farmers adopting tied ridging

increased with the number of years FSU has had a program in the village.

The demonstration effect is less pronounced for new varieties and ferti

lizer technologies although a slight pattern emerges when Poedogo and

Dissankuy are removed. The number of farmers (Table 29) adopting new

varieties and fertilizer and the land area devoted to these technologies

(Table 30) in Poedogo and Dissankuy are influenced by the commercial market
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Table 29. Nuabsr of faraars adapting tied ridges, fertilizer and new varieties by vilUgi, 19B4

No. of Fariers Adopting Technology
No. of Farier —————— —-

Cooperators Tied Ridges New Variety Fertilizer

Socio Research Socio Research Socio Research Socio Research
No. of Years -Econ Hanaged -Econ Kanaged -Econ Managed -Econ Hanaged

Village F8U in Village 1/ Broup Group Broup Broup Broup Group Broup Broup

Nedogo S 2? 40 tO 7 5 2 2 5
(34K) (IBZ) (17S} (SS) (7X) [13X)

Bangasse 3 23 30 6 6 0 0 2 1
(2610 (202) [<?%) [ZD

Poedogo 2 27 - I - 11 - 9 -
(42) (41X} (332)

2/ 2/

Sissankuv 2 30 30 1 0 0 0 2B 30

(3Z) (932) (1002)

Dlapangou 3 27 34 6 9 3 2 3 0
(22Z) (3S£) (lU) (6Z) (81)

1/ At Poedogo and Dlssankuy , it Has the first year for the farier eanaged trials.
2/ The figyrei relate only to land sohr to cotton. Seall aeounts of fertilizer are used on cereals.
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Tabli 30* Aviragi hictarifl af teehnolagy adoptid by villagi» 1984.

Bangaiii Poidogo Dlsiankuy Dlapingou

Soclo Riiiarch Sflcio Riiiareh Soeio Riiiireh Sscio Riiiarch Socio Riiiirch

-Ecfli) Hanagid -Econ Hanagid -Econ Hanagcd -Econ Hanagid -Ecan Hanagid
Tichnology Braup Broup Group Group Group Group Group Group Group Group

Tied Ridges .31 .32 .04 .02

hectarii

.11 .05 0 .38 .03

Nch Varlity .70 .01 0 0 .12 0 0 .09 .03

Firtilizsr 1.1 0 0 0 3 3,9 0 .77 0
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The farmers at Poedogo and Dissankuy are more commercialized than the

other three villages. At Poedogo, red sorghum is partially used as a

cash crop and a coiiimercial outlet is available for its sale for brewing
purposes. The usage of fertilizer on cotton crops in Dissankuy is a
direct result of the influence of SOFITEX and its commercial marketings

of cotton production and its program of making available commercial

inputs. The Poedogo and Dissankuy experience indicates that farmers

will respond and adopt technologies given security in the input and _
product markets.

It must be emphasized that the data shown in Tables 29 and 30 re

flect the poor agricultural seasons in 1983 and 198A. The near drought
conditions and untimely rains affected farmers' financial positions as

well as their planned work patterns. For example, discussions with

farmers and field staff suggest that more farmers who cultivate manually

may have constructed tied ridging had it been a more normal year. V.'hen
rainfall is infrequent, the soil becomes hard and the construction of

tied ridges manually becomes very difficult. Also the late planting

dates along with having to reseed more often than in a normal year affec
ted planned work patterns. The low level of tied ridge construction in
Poedogo may also be a reflection of the number of years FSU has been

working in the village. The 198A agricultural season was the first year

that farmer-managed trials were done. As a result of seeing the increa

sed yields from tied ridges in the FSU farmer-managed trials, most
Poedogo farmers said they would construct tied ridges in 1985. The poor

harvest in 1983 affected farmers' grain inventories and cash flows. This

may have had the effect of decreasing the amounts of purchased inputs
farmers bought. Purchases of inputs like fertilizer were decreased espe
cially in Poedogo where in previous years more fertilizer was used.

Farmers were asked what they saw as the advantages and disadvantages

of the technologies and why they either did not use them or use them more

extensively. The responses were consistent across villages and in most

cases were as expected. Answers given for the advantages of tied ridges

vjere better water conservation, increased plant size and yield over flat

cultivation and increased soil fertility by reducing soil errosion and

/...
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trapping organic matter. In Nedogo the farmers said that plants on

tied ridges did not lodge from high winds ac much as the plants on the

flat. Since" tied, ridging is done one month after planting, the ridging

adds soil around the plants and provides support. The responses by the

farmers of the disadvantages of tied ridging relate more to the cons

traints involved in constructing tied ridges then to their disadvantages

per se. The problem of labor availability is cited as the main

reason for either not constructing tied ridges or for not constructing

more. Farmers v;ithout animal traction cited the reason that they do

not have animal traction equipment and without rain in the proper time

period, the ground is too hard. Farmers did say that the construction

of tied ridges in the basfonds (low areas) could result in lovjer yields.

Farmers saw that fertilizer increased yields and said that they

would like to use more fertilizer but gave insufficient financial resour

ces as the reason for not doing so. At Dissankuy, farmers indicated

that they did not use more fertilizer on crops other than cotton because

the land is fertile. Dissankuy does have more fertile soils than the

other villages. The advantages and disadvantages of using new varieties

were not well spelled out. At Nedogo in a specific case relating to KN1,

a new variety of cowpea, farmers said they would grow more but lacked the

inputs and equipment to treat the seed before planting. Farmers respon

ded in the questionnaire that they were hesitant to try new varieties

until they saw and appraised the varieties' performance.

.The questionnaire also asked farmers if they used mulch and animal

manure. In Nedogo, A2 of the farmers used mulch, 9 in Poedogo and 35 in

•Diapangou. The area that mulch is used on is very small. The average at

Nedogo is 0.009 hectares, 0.025 at Poedogo and 0.208 at Diapangou. The

Diapangou average however falls to 0.009 hectares v:hen three farmers Who

use mulch extensively are dropped from the average. Mulch is primarily

used around old termite mounds. The soil in the termite mound is made

richer by the termites but the soil is less porous and mulch is added to

increase moisture absorption. The use of mulch is one way of adding or

ganic matter to the soil to improve water absorption. However, the plant

material used for mulch is also used for livestock feed and for the house-
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hold. Thus mulch is in short supply.

Farmers use animal manure close to the huts on the compound fields

on which they usually grow maize. Farmers seldom use manure on other

•fields. They would use more manure but there is a finite supply which

is not enough to cover all their fields.

The data from the evaluation of technology survey for the farmer-

managed group v.-as combined vjith previously collected socio-economic data

for an analysis of some of the key variables that may distinguish adop

ters from non-adoptors. Numerous farm specific characteristics and

human capital variables can play a part. Farm specific characteristics

include farm size, commercialization, labor, credit and other input

availability, marketing opportunities, agro-climatic and soil type consi

derations and land, tenure'arrangements. Human capital variables include

education, experience, health and private and public information. Other

factors that can play a part are the farmers' risk aversion characteris

tics, risk perceptions, social customs and motivational priorities i.e.,

survival motivations versus profit achievement or profit motivations

(Collinson, 1983).

From the available data, six variables were analysed "and are presen

ted in Table31. These are age, farm size, cash crops, labor availability,

management and formal credit. For each of the six variables, the analysis

compared the difference between the two means of adopters and non-adoptors.

The small number of adopters in many technology categories precluded an

analysis of all three' technologies in all villages. Six specific cases

were chosen and are presented in Table 31. An analysis of fertilizer users

at Dissankuy was not undertaken because close-to 100 percent use fertili

zer on cotton and the amount used on cereal crops could not be separated

from that used on cotton.

The six variables analysed in Table 31 do not encompass all the farm

specific and human capital variables listed above. Most of the human capi

tal variables like education, experience and public information are diffi

cult to quantify and at present are at very low levels in Burkina. Infor

mation on the education of the household heads was gathered but as ex

pected the number of farmers having some formal education other than
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Tabls 31. Characteristics associated Hith technolaoy adoption and non- adoption.

Village/
Technology

Age 1/

A N-A

Fan Size

A N-A

Cash Crops

A N-A

Labor/ha.

A N-A

Hanageient

A N-A

Forial Credit

A N-A

Years Hectares Hectares Han Hr. 1Eouiv. OOO's CFA

Nedogoi Tied Ridges llll 2/ llll III llll III
Heart S2.& 53.9 9.3 5.4 1.13 .5 .64 .65 1.5 2.3 31.6 10

B.D. 12.6 14.S 3.2 3 .54 .45 .2 .35 .65 .65 29.6 16.9
n 17 91 10 19 10 19 10 19 10 19 10 19

NBdogoi NeH Variety till llll III III till
Hean 91.3 53.1 11 6 1.43 .57 .49 .63 1.4 2.1 42.7 6.9

S.O. 10.6 13.8 1.6 3.3 .47 .46 .11 .33 .69 .71 29.6 16.6

n 6 63 5 24 5 24 9 24 5 24 5 24

Baneastei Tied Ridgii llll llll III III t

Nean 48.9 49.6 3.6 1.9 .72 .27 1.46 2.16 1.5 2.4 15 7.6
S.D. 1S.4 16.4 1.3 .62 .36 .16 .61 .74 1 .6 21.2 10.3
n 12 46 4 19 4 19 4 19 4 19 4 19

PoBdogoi New Variety III II 1 1

Hean 47.5 S6.9 4.7 3.3 .36 .23 1.9 1.65 1.7 2.1 55.5 93.2

S.D. 10.4 13.2 3.4 1.4 .39 .23 .6 .76 .9 .9 19.6 33.5

n 11 16 11 16 11 16 11 16 11 16 11 16

Poedogot Fertilizer llll 1 1

Hean 43.6 57.4 4.4 3.6 .32 .27 1.65 1.54 1.76 2.11 54.3 54.7

S.D. 9.2 11.9 3.3 2.1 .28 .32 .76 .71 .67 .96 24.3 29.1

n 9 IB 9 IB 9 IB 9 16 9 16 9 18

Diapangou) Tied Ridges III III

Hean 47.9 49.6 9.9 9.9 .77 .61 .75 1.49 1.7 1.6 82.9 72.6
S.D. 7.2 11.8 4.9 2.9 .67 .4 .26 .89 .B2 .8 66.7 60.3
n 19 46 6 21 6 20 6 21 14 41 6 21

1/ A" Adoption by fariirs , N-A « non-idoptlon by farisrB.
2/ lilt » III , II , I Bsignificant at the 1 , 5 * 10 » and 20 percint levels respectively.
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Koranic schooling 'v:as very low. Lack of available;data precluded an

analysis of core of the farm specific variables.

Turning to the analysis, the age of the decision maker can either

reflect .experience or tradition bound attitudes that may result in

resisting change. The heads of households were taken to be the deci

sion makers. It was hypothesized that young farmers would be more

open to the adoption of new technology than older farmers. This rela

tionship held only -at Poedogo for both new variety and fertilizer

adoption. In the other four cases, the mean age was not different .

between adopters and non-adoptors. Two difficulties arise with the age

variable. First, precise ages are not really known, especially for the

older farmers and secondly, in the larger menages with elderly house

hold heads, the decision making may be done by a younger person.

In all cases with the possible exception of fertilizer at Poedogo,

the farm size variable corresponds to the hypothesis that larger farm

size is associated with technology adoption. The hypothesis is based

on the prem.ise that the economies of size in transactions cost, risk

from additional investment and lower input costs may favor the larger

sized farm (Perrin and V?inkelmann, 1976).

The number of hectares of cash crops is used as a proxy for the

level of farm commercialization. Cash crops are defined as those crops

which are sold to generate cash income as opposed to staple crops which

are grown primarily for consumption. The cash crops include ground nuts,

" bambara nuts' and cotton. The hypothesis is that there is a positive

relationship betvjeen the level of commercialization and the level of

adoption. The more commercialized a farm is the more cash there is to

spend on inputs.

A positive relationship between commercialization and adoption is

expressed for both tied ridges and new varieties at Nedogo and for tied

ridges at Bangasse. The relationship was not evident for fertilization

at Poedogo nor v:as it evident for tied ridges at Diapangou. In Poedogo

however, red sorghum is used in the dual role of a staple and cash crop

and the relationships may have shci^n up had the data been available to

split out red sorghum hectarage into the two components.

Labor availability is hypothesized to have a positive relationship
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with the adoption of tied ridges and fertilizer use because additional

labor is required in both'cases. New variety adoption may require inore

labor if seeds of new varieties require treatment or additional labor

is required at harvest. Adoption of nevj varieties may also be an an

swer to increasing production viithout increasing labor use at critical

labor shortage periods. The amount of available labor for each farm

was obtained on a man-hour equivalent basis by weighting the number of

active workers by the production vjeights given in the Introduction with

the addition of weighting active vjorkers older than 60 by 0.6.

In the three tied ridge cases, the relationship betvieen labor

availability per hectare and tied ridge adoption is negative rather

than positive. This is however explained by the fact that as noted pre

viously, farm.ers v/ho construct tied ridges have larger farm sizes. Thus

when dividing the man-hour equivalent figure by area, the man-hour equi

valent/ha figure for tied ridge farmers is smaller than for non-tied

ridge farmers. Thus this variable restates that the size of land hol

ding is positively related to tied ridge adoption. The fertilizer and

new variety cases at Poedogo shov; no relationship while the Nedogo new

variety case exhibits a similar response to that of tied ridges.

It was hypothesized that the better farm managers would be the •

adopters of the technologies. The field staff, vjho work with the farmers

- during the cropping season, were asked to rate the farmers as to their

management characteristics which included timeliness, quality of work and

. work efficiency. The farmers were also rated on their comprehension of

the reasons for doing the FSU trials. The field staff were asked to rate

the farmers on a scale of one to three, one being the best. Each farmer

was given a composite rating from the above four characteristics. In 95

percent of the cases, an individual farmer received the same ranking for

all four characteristics.

The means of the composite ratings of the management variable for

adopters and non-adoptors are given in Table 30. In. all cases with the

exception of Diapangou, adopters had a lower mean rating than non-adoptors

indicating that the characteristic of being a better manager is associated

with technology adoption.
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The credit variable is the total value of formal credit of each

household over a five year credit history beginning in 1979' The for

mal credit data is from the FSU credit survey. It is hypothesized that

those farmers vjho are able to obtain a higher level of credit will

adopt technologies because they have the means to purchase new techno

logy inputs. The FSU credit survey indicates that at Nedogo, Poedogo

and Diapangou, almost 100% of the formal credit loans are for animal

traction equipment. At Eangasse 100% of the formal credit loans are

for agricultural inputs (see Table 2A in section on credit) although

the average amount is low.

Because the adoptors of tied ridges in Nedogo and Diapangou are

primarily farmers v;ith animal traction, it would be expected that there

would be a'positive, relationship betvjeen tied ridge adoption and the

level of credit. This was the case in Nedogo but not in Diapangou,

In Bangasse vjhere all tied ridge adoptors are manual farmers, a weak

positive relationship exists. The lack of a relationship in Poedogo

for fertilizer and new varieties is expected. An exception is the Ne

dogo new variety, case. In all cases, the standard deviations are very

large. This is due to the fact that in both the adoptor and non-adoptor

groups the amount of some farmer borrowings were from very low levels to

zero.

In summary, although FSU is primarily a research entity, a demons

tration effect was evident in that some farmers adopted the tied ridge,

fertilizer and new variety technologies in the FSU villages. .A positive

relationship between adoption and the number of years FSy worked in the

villages was evident especially for .tied ridges. The adoption rates may

however have been h'ampered by the poor 1983 and 198A agricultural seasons,

The primary reason for not constructing more tied ridging was lack

of sufficient labor. The financial conditions of not having the cash or

not being able to obtain credit was the primary reason for not utilizing

more fertilizer. Farmers were generally hesitant about trying new varie

ties until they could give them a good appraisal.

In summarizing the characteristics of adoptors and non-adoptors, the

main characteristic of tied ridge adoptors is that they have larger than
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average size land holdings. Other characteristics are a larger than

average cash crop area and a higher manage.^ient level. All three charac
teristics showed up most noticeably in Nedogo and Bangasse. The main

characteristic of new variety adopters was farm size and the other

characteristics v.'ere cash crop area and management level all exhibiting

a positive relationship. The Poedogo fc-rtilizer case indicated that
younger farmers used fertilizer. Other characteristics included farm

size and m.anagement level.

The characteristic that consistantly showed the strongest relation

ship to adoption in all cases was farm size. Farmers controlling larger
land areas are associated with adopting the technologies. Perrin and

Winklelman (1976) found similar results with respect to farm size for

new varieties in countries where variety introductions were recent. Un

derlying the size effect are the factors of economies of size in the
transaction costs of evaluating and acquiring new technologies, diffe

rences in prices for inputs and products and difference in land produc

tivity (Perrin and VJinklelmann 1976). Given that farmers vjith large

sized farms may be the first adopters of technology as is suggested by .

this preliminary analysis, questions concerning future income distribu

tion should be pursued.

The widespread use of new technologies in Burkina have not yet taken

place. This gives researchers and policy makers time to consider studying
the underlying factors of farm size and other variables that play a role

in the adoption of new technologies. The Perrin and VJinklelmann study on

new variety adoption indicated that initially, small farmers lagged behind
larger farmers but that adoption levels were similar after a period of
time. VJhether this relationship will hold in Burkina for the adoption of

new varieties and other technologies is yet to be determined. In the

future, as adoption of technology increases, adoption patterns need to be
monitored. Appropriate policies must be put into place to decrease the
constraints on technology adoption and ensure that income distribution

problems do not arise.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Tied ridges can result in significant increases of cereal crop

grain yields throughout the Central Plateau even on areas with very

gentle slopes, 2 to 5%. This is because the water infiltration rates

are low for most of the soils, partially due to lovj organic matter, and

with flat cultivation much of the limited rainfall is lost due to sur

face runoff. Although tied ridges constructed prior to planting can

result in greater yields than tied ridges constructed later in the

season, it is usually impractical to construct them prior to first or

second weeding. Because seeding is done manually, availability of labor

is a serious constraint and because seeding must be effected as soon as

possible after rains which may be infrequent during May and June, there

is no time or available labor to construct tied ridges or till the soil

prior to seeding.

An alternative is to construct tied ridges as soon as possible after

plant emergence. For most farmers this is during second weeding vrhen

plants are tall enough and when labor is slightly more available than

earlier in .the-season. V/ith current available equipment, daba or weeding

equipment including the butteur and houe-manga, construction of tied

ridges even when weeding with animal traction involves substantial manual

labor. Because of the large amount of labor required, tied ridges may

not be generally accepted although several of the FSU/SAFGRAD cooperator-

farmers do practice tied ridging on areas other than .those of FSU farmer-

managed trials.

A promising alternative is the use of a mechanical tied ridger which

attaches to a butteur to construct tied ridges during weeding and which

would require no additional manual labor. A low-cost, easy-€b-operate

mechanical tied ridger has been developed and on-farm research must now

be conducted to determine its effectiveness and farmer reactions.

There is a need for research on soil tillage prior to planting

because of the potential increase in rainfall infiltration. However, soil

tillage prior to planting may not be a viable alternative until farmers

are able to afford mechanization so that they can effect the tillage and

planting operations quickly after a rain.
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A technology with more iriinjediate potential may be the development

of a low-cost, easy-to-operate no-till planter for animal traction.

This would enable farmers to alleviate labor constraints at planting

and to plant their cereal crops more quickly after a rain.

Fertilization with minimal amounts of cotton.fertilizer (100 kg/ha)

plus 50 kg/ha urea can result in significant yield increases. Hov:ever,

sorghum yield response to fertilization is variable and involves the

risk of losing the cash cost of the fertilizer. In addition, the pro

blems of fertilizer purchases and availability of fertilizers must be

dealt with. Experimentation to benefit from possible accumulation of

nutrients in successive years of fertilization with minimal amounts of

fertilizers should be continued. In a very dry season it is probable

that not all of the'..applied nutrients even at minimal rates of applica

tion, will be removed by crop grov:th. The inconsistent responses to

fertilization vath VP1, U\'5 and urea compared to the more consistent

responses from cotton fertilizer suggests that more research is needed to

characterize soils for concentrations of a broad range of nutrient

elements essential for crop growth.

Continued research is needed on intercropping of cereals and legumes

in conjunction V7ith fertilization and tied ridging. The possible benefits

of fixed nitrogen for crops in subsequent years should be determined.

There is a need for improved indeterminate cowpeas as well as determinate

cowpeas.

Because of the short rainy season and because frequency of rainfall

is more unpredictable late in .the season, September and October, than in

July and August there is much interest in culture of early-flowering

varieties of cereals. Hov/ever, the unpredictability of rainfall patterns

underscores the need for farmers to grow .varieties which represent a range

in number of days from planting to flowering so that not all of their

cereal production is severely damaged by a potential stress period during

flowering.
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It is more likely that new varieties can perform better than local

varieties when grown with improved, more intensive management than

under low-fertility and moisture stress.

Mew varieties must be'tested on-farm in researcher-managed and

then farmer-managed trials and with improved management practices. It

is more likely that improved varieties will provide satisfactory per

formance if the farmer is vjilling or is able to adopt water conservation

and fertilization technologies along with the new varieties.

Individual technologies can be exploited more fully when adopted

in certain packages than vjhen adopted separately. For example, crop

response to tied ridges and fertilization is greater when the two

technologies are combined compared to crop response to each technology

separately.

To date partial budgeting analysis has been utilized for the

economic evaluation of FSU technologies. This approach is useful and is

the first step in the econom.ic analysis of technologies especially when

the data base and information is limited. Through its work over the

past several years, FSU has increased its data base and information on
the farming systems of Burkina Faso. Given the present data base and
information, it is now possible to extend the economic analysis of new
technologies by using a whole-farm modeling approach. Whole-farm

modeling treats the farm operation as a system and looks at the inter
relationships among resource endowments, production opportunities and

farmers' motivations (Ghodake and Hardaker, 1981). One of the most

widely used whole-farm modeling methods is linear prograiraning. This
method explicitly models the f^ers'optimization problem subject to
the farmers' resource endowments. Since labor and land ape the major

determinants of cropping patterns, the model takes these inputs into

account. Multiperiod labor requirements and availability are ex

plicitly taken into account by the model. Land quality as well as
quantity can also be modeled explicitly.
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The linear prograrining aprroach provides a means for appraising

effect of new technology introduction on the farm enterprise. Various

new technology packages can be incorporated into the model. The data

requirements. for the incorporation of new technologies into the model

are the costs of the technologies, the associated yield-effects, and

the labor requirements by period.

The solution of the base moael (without the technologies) is

then compared to the solution of the model with the technologies. The

resultant crop areas, labor and land usages, and the financial positions

are compared. Useful information such as the shadow prices on the

constrained resources (such as labor) can pinpoint areas in which future

research is required to decrease the effect of the constraint and vjhere

research could have the highest payoff. The linear programming model

can also be modified to incorporate farmers' risk behavior and is an

area that merits more study. The model can also be used to disaggregate

farmers by type in light of the heterogeneity in resource endovraients

and agro-climatic regions. Intra-household effects of technology

adoption on the division of labor of household members can also be

studied.

Two avenues exist for the use of whole farm modeling methods such

as linear programming in Farming Systems work. First, the model can be

used in an analytical sense to evaluate technologies and policies after

all the field data has been gathered and reliable coeficients calculated

The second use is as a research planning device to assess potential

avenues of'research before specific data collection begins.

In the analytical mode, comparisons between the base model and the

models with a technology package can be conducted as previously outlined

(for examples, see Roth and Sanders, 198^; Roth ^ ^1. 198A and Jaeger,

198A). The model can also be used to assess the impact of various

policy measures that directly affect the farmer but over which the far

mer has no control. For example, the effect of different fertilizer

prices on the overall farm operation can be assessed (Roth et al, 1984).

Other possibilities for policy analysis that draw directly from past

FSU research are in the area of credit., Information from the credit
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survey could be explicitly incorporated into the model. The costs of

capital and credit terms could be used to establish under what con

ditions credit becomes a constraint once the farmer has decided to adopt

a new technology.

The second use of vihole farm modeling is as an ^ Ante research

planning device. The models can be used in studying the possibilities

for use of new technologies for V7hich little on-farm experimental data is

available (Goodwin et al, 19BO). Model coeficients can be synthesized

from available sources of information including researchers' perceptions

and incorporated into the model. Sensitivity analysis can be carried out

to obtain model solutions under various ranges of the synthetic coefi

cients. The information can be used in a preliminary evaluation of the

new technologies and'.give an indication as to which technologies may give

the highest payback when considering both the benefit to the farmers and

the return on the research investment. For those technologies that shov.'

promise, an agenda can then be established for field data collection.

Thus the specific data requirements are knovm and this may cut down on data

collection time and costs.

A possible case that can be analysed in such a manner is the use of

herbicides. Small amounts of herbicides.are being used in the Dissankuy

area. A preliminary analysis can be undertaken with the aid of the model

and then a decision can be made whether or not to collect field data and

j^esearch the technology further. The model can also be used as an aid to

assess researcher managed trial results before the research is conducted

on the farmer-managed level.

Both the analytical and research planning modes permit researchers

to define problems and clarify issues. The whole farm modeling approach

provides a focus for agronomic and socio-economic data collection and

integrates the two areas. The structure provided by the modeling process

enables identification of research needs and reveals where data limitations

exist. VJhen used to compliment the experience of researchers and infor

mation obtained from farmers, whole farm modeling can be a valuable tool

for farming systems research.

Although outside of the farming systems mandate, the micro farm

.
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models can provide valu^able infCTiijation to those studying the irrpli-

cations of technology adoption at the macro level.! As technology
adoption increases, micro level effects such as changes in cereal prices,

changes in input prices and changes in trade flows, of agricultural

goods will take place. Collaboration between, micro analysts and macro

sector modeling analysts can be mutually beneficial (Soth, 19531.

Since the setting of research priorities can determine future techno

logy availability, it is important that farming systems research take

into account intermediate and longer term trends in input and product

prices, as vjell as market opportunities.
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